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Les barrages en béton au Canada, avec une moyenne d'âge de 50 ans, présentent des 

signes évidents de détérioration, partidèrement aux joints de construction. La 

fissuration et la rupture le long de ces joints mobilisent les propriétés de résistance au 

fkottement qui, sots chargement cyclique tels les séismes, peuvent entraîner une 

dissipation d'énergie par mécanisme de eottement. 

Dans ce projet, dix-huit spécimens de surtace de béton de 250rnmxSOOmm ont été 

soumis à des essais de fiottement statiques et dynamiques. Il a été observé que le 

coefficient de Wction diminue lorsque la contrainte normale à I'intefiace est augmentée. 

Les courbes hystérétiques sont stables; il n l  a aucune dégradation significative de la 

résistance au fiottement. Le concept d'angle de fiottement résultant de la somme d'un 

angle de Wction de base et d'un angle de rugosité suffit pour capter les différents 

phénomènes observés sur les variables expérimentales. Ainsi, le coefficient de friction de 

 gos si té d'un joint préparé au jet d'eau à haute pression est égal à 80% de celui d'une 

fissure naturelie dans le béton. Le coefficient de fiction de rugosité d'un joint sans 

préparation est égal à 15% de celui d'une fissure naturelle dans le béton. Le coefficient de 

friction de base dynamique est égal à 85% de sa valeur statique. 

Avec ces résultats expérimentaux, un modèle constitutif hystérétique des joints de 

constmction a été développé. Ce modèle inclut l'initiation et la propagation de la fissure 

ainsi que le comportement du joint entièrement fissuré. Un logiciel d'éléments nnis a été 

développé (INTRFACE) pour ce modèle, en utilisant Pelément fini "gap-fiction" pour la 

simulation numérique du joint. Un barrage type de 90m avec joints a été analysé sous 

trois configurations différentes: fi) un joint à la base du barrage, (ü) un joint à la base ainsi 

qu'un joint près de la crête et (ii) huit joints égaiement espacés sur la hauteur du barrage. 

Les analyses dynamiques nonlinéaires révèlent que l'énergie de frottement et le glissement 

résiduel maximal peuvent servir de critères pour I'évaiuation de la sécurité d'un barrage 

sous l'effet d'un séisme majeur. 



ABSTRACT 

Concrete gravity dams in Canada are ageing. Wtth an average of 50 years of service, 

there are definite signs of deterioration, particularly along lift joints, sometimes due to 

inadquate construction techniques. The d e t y  assessrnent of dams, including the response 

of üft joints under extreme loads, has not been addressed adequately in the context of 

advanced nume!rical analysis using relevant load-displacement constitutive models. 

Cracking and fdure along lift joints in dams involve fiictional strength characteristics 

which, under transient loadmgs such as earthquakes, may lead to energy dissipation by 

friction sliding. Eighteen specimens with concrete-concrete joint surface area of 500mmx 

250mm were subjected to sliding fiction tests. The fiction coeilicient was found to 

decrease with increasing applied normal stress. Hysteresis loops are vey stable; there is no 

significant degradation in response. The fiction angle ckaracteriiing the shear strength is 

the mm of a basic angle and a roughness angle. Roughness of waterblasted joints is equal 

to 80% of monolithic cracked specimens roughness whiie roughness of untreated joints is 

equal to 15% of monolithic cracked concrete roughness. The dynamic sliding hysteresis 

loops are enhanced by reduciag the basic fnction coefficient to 85% of the static value. 

Based on the experirnents, a hysteretic concrete-concrete lift joint constitutive model 

was developed. The initial iinear elastic response of the joint interface, the crack initiation 

and propagation, and the M y  cracked slidiig fiction response, were combined in a three- 

state constitutive model. The model was implemented into the newly developed finite 

element program INTRFACE that uses nonlinear gap-fiction interfiace element as 

numerical support. A typical90 m wncrete gravity dam with lift joints was analysed for 

three possible situations: (i) a base joint at the foundation, (ii) a base joint and a lift joint 

near the crest, and (iii) eight Iift joints evenly distributeci dong the dam height. Nonlinear 

transient dynamic analyses indicate that the total energy dissipated by fiction, and the 

maximum residual sliding displacements wuld be adopted as a basis for assessing the 

potential darnage under a sevae earthquake. 



Les joints de construction introduisent des zones de faiblesse dans les barrages qui les 

rendent particulièrement vulnérables à la fissuration. Les barrages en béton au Canada, 

avec une moyenne d'âge de 50 ans, présentent des signes évidents de détérioration aux 

joints de construction. Une étude exhaustive de la stabilité d'un barrage se fiut en 

considérant ces joints comme des plans de rupture potentielle. Or, les études classiques de 

stabilité au tremblement de terre requièrent l'utilisation d'une force statique équivalente 

pour représenter le séisme. Ce type d'analyse ne tient pas compte de la nature oscillatoire 

et transitoire du séisme, ni des possibilités de dissipation d'énergie le long des joints de 

construction. Cette thèse de doctorat étudie donc l'effet des joints sur le comportement 

sismique des barrages par: a) une revue exhaustive de la littérature, b) un programme 

expérimental afin de caractériser le comportement dynamique des joints, c) le 

développement d'un modèle constitutif de joint basé sur les essais expérimentaux, 

d) l'utilisation du modèle dans le cadre de l'analyse par éléments finis et e) l'application du 

modèle à un barrage type avec joints. 

Revue de la littérature 

Une revue exhaustive de la littérature sur les joints a été effkctuée. La Etterature 

portant directement sur les joints de construction est plutôt limitée. Aiin de couMir toutes 

les facettes de cette problématique, il faut parcourir la littérature de plusieurs champs 

différents tel qu'illustré a la figure 1. Les problèmes de contact (figure 1 [l]) permettent de 

poser les équations de base du problème à résoudre. Les joints de roc (figure 1[2]) font 

l'objet d'études partidèrement pour la stabilité des massifs rocheux où se posent les 

problèmes d'échelle et d'adéquation des essais de laboratoire versus les conditions du 

terrain. En fissuration du béton jailüt toujours la question de la résistance au cisaillement 

qui se trouve caractérisée dans les modèles de fiction intergranulaire (figure 1131). 

L'étude sismique des barrages couvre le terrain d'application de la problématique 



(figure 1[4]). Enfin, tous ces domaines se trouvent intégrés dans l'étude de la stabilité des 

barrages en considérant de façon explicite la présence des joints. 

ProblBmes de contact 
- Équations de base du 

problème d'interface 
- Algorithmes de résolution 
- Éléments finis d'interface - Modéles constitutifs généraux 

L! 
Analyse sismique des 
barrages et fissuration 

Résolution sous 
chargement dynamique 
Mbcanique des fradures 
appliquée au béton 
Concepts de sécurité 
des barrages 

des barrages en 
considérant la présence 

des joints de 
construction 

- Intégration de 
1.2, 3 et 4 

Résolution sous 
chargement statique 
cléments finis d'interface 
Modéles constitutifs pour 
géomaténaux 

. Conditions terrain 
Effets d'échelle 
Variation spatiale des 
propriétés 

Fissuration du béton 
, Modèles constitutifs du béton, de 
l'initiation de fissure au comportement 
cornplèment fissuré 
Algorithmes de &lution 

Figure 1 Revue de la littérature. 

Essais expérimentaux et résultats 

Dans ce projet, dix-huit spécimens de surface de béton de 250rnmx500mm ont été 

soumis à des essais de frottement statiques et dynamiques. Quatre types de surface ont été 

considérés: a) des surfaces obtenues de la fissuration de béton initialement monolithique, 

b) des surfaces préparées au jet d'eau à haute pression, c) des surface sans préparation et 
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d) des &ces planes de fond de coftiage. Chaque spécimen était en premier heu fissuré 

en fiexion. Par la suite, le spécimen était reconstitué sur le montage pour essais de 

glissement. Les essais de glissement se déroulaient en 3 grandes étapes: a) l'enveloppe de 

rupture prédynamique (ou initiale) obtenue en imposant des cycles de déplacement à sk 

niveaux de charge normale; b) le comportement dynamique obtenu en soumettant le 

spécimen à 10 cycles de déplacement à 2 Hz, 10 cycles à 7 Hz et 2 cycles a 2 Hz, ce à 4 

niveaux de charge nomale; enfin c) l'enveloppe de rupture postdynamique en répétant 

l'étape (a). 

Joint préparé au jet d'eau haute pression 

-2 ' 1 - 
glissement (mm) 

Figure 2 Coeflcient defiction statiqwe +rimental à 100 kPa 

Des courbes expérimentales typiques sont illustrées à la figure 2. Le coefficient de 

fiction est le ratio de la force de cisaillement appliquée à la force normale appliquée. Les 

fonds de cofbge  ont un comportement rigide plastique alors que les autres types de 

spécimens présentent un pic suivi d'une perte rapide de résistance et d'un plateau. Les 

joints non préparés atteignent graduellement la résistance maximale alors que les 

spécimens à joint préparé et les spécimens de béton fissuré ont un pic très bien défini. 

Le tableau 1 indique les coefficients de fiction mesurés moyens pour chaque type de 

spécimen. Au-delà de 500 kPa, tous les spécimens se comportent de façon rigide plastique 

par conséquent, aucun pic n'est donné pour la contrainte de 2000 kPa. Les coefficients de 

fiction des sufices planes de fonds de cofhge  sont beaucoup plus faible que les autres 



types de sufices. La rugosité de l'interface accroît la résistance au glissement. Cette 

rugosité est reliée à la géométrie de la surface alors que le coefficient de friction de base 

est relié à la nature des matériaux qui interagissent à l'interface. 

Tableau 1 Coeflcient &fiction moyen mesuté sous chargement préd'ymmique. 
Charge normale 

.r*= 100kPa 
m - 

Il ressort de ces résultats que la préparation au jet d'eau a haute pression accroît de 

beaucoup la résistance au glissement des joints. À a.=100 kPa, le coefficient de fiction 

d'une surface préparée atteint 550% du coefficient de f?iction d'une surface non préparée. 

A &=IO0 kPa, la résistance résiduelle d'une surfàce préparée est 134% de la résistance 

d'une surface non préparée. 

Charge normale 
an=2ûû0kPa 

1 - 
Type de spécimen 

Surfàces "fond de coffhge" 
Non préparé 

Mon fissuré 

Des résultats types des essais dynamiques sont présentés à la figure 3. La 

caractéristique principale de ces boucles d'hystérésis est l'absence de dégradation de la 

réponse. Avec la préparation de sufice, la réponse évolue de purement rigide plastique 

c'est-à-dire en fonne de rectangle pour les fonds de cofiage, à élasto-plastique avec 

écrouissage (forme de parallélogramme). Cette transition est provoquée par la rugosité. 

L'aire des boucles d'hystérésis indique la capacité du béton à dissiper de l'énergie. 

Le tableau 2 dresse un sommaire des coefficients de fiction dynamiques moyens. De 

ces résultats, deux groupes distincts émergent: a) les surfaces de fond de cofTfiage et joints 

non préparés d'un côté et de l'autre, b) les joints préparés a le béton fissuré. Le contenu en 

fréquences de la charge dynamique appliquée ne semblent avoir aucun effet sur la 

résistance du joint. Cependant, sous chargement dynamique, le coefficient de friction de 

base décroît a 85% de sa valeur statique. 

)r 

mesuré moyen 

Pic 

0.87 
1.44 
7.90 
7.80 

PI 
mesuré moyen 
*gosité) 

Résiduel 

0.75 
1.11 
1.49 
1.59 

CL 
m+surC 
moyen 

Résiduel 

0.75 

Pic 

0.00 

Pr 
mesuré moyen 

(mgositk) 
Résiduel 

0.00 

Résiduel 

0.00 
0.04 
O. 13 
O. 18 

O. 15 
0.80 
0.80 

0.04 1 0.79 
0.12 
0.29 

1.06 
- 1-15 



Joint pr6par6 au jet d'eau haute pression 

Tableau 2 Coeflcient riefncton moyen mesuré sous chargement dynamique. 

Bdton fissure initialement monolitique 

glissement (mm) glissement (mm) 

L 

Type de spécimen 

Sufices "fond de cofhge" 
1  on préparé 
Préparé 
Béton fissuré 

Figure 3 Cmflcients defiction @amigues à 100 Pa,  2 Hz. 

Charge n o d e  
a,=! S00kPa 

Modèle constitutif de glissement des joints 

Cr 
moyen 
mesuré 
2Hz 
0.55 
0.66 
0.89 
0.95 

Charge normale 
an=l 00kPa 

Un modèle constitutifs été développé a partir des résultats expérimentaux. Il est basé 

sur le concept du coefficient de friction de base, p~,, et du coefficient de rugosité, Fi, 
lequel est dépendant de la préparation de la surface. Le coefficient de fiction effectif doit 

être calculé tel: 

CL 
moyen mesuré 

7Hz 
0.50 
0.60 
0.85 
0.92 

P 
moyen 
mesuré 
2 H z  
0.85 
1 .O0 
1.13 
1.18 

Cr 
moyen 
mesuré 
7Hz 
0.83 
0.95 
1 .O7 
1 12 



où 
p = coefficient de fiction pour le type d'interface et le niveau de charge normale, a., 

= coefficient de fnction de base - 
pi = coefficient de fiction de rugosité (Cib ou tel que prescrit), 
h = facteur de réduction dynamique, = 1.00 cisaillement statique, 

= O. 85 cisaillement dynamique. 
= fkcteur d'interface, = 1.00 béton fissuré, 

~i = 0.80 joint préparé au jet d'eau, 
X;  = 0.1 5 joint non préparé 
Xi = 0.00 surface planes type fond de cofiage. 

Sur la base de tous les résultats expérimentaux, (928 valeurs), un modèle à deux 

pentes pour le coefficient de fiiction de base, ~ b ,  est défini tel: 

pb = 0.950 - 0.000220, pour O, a 5OOkPa 
pb = 0.865 - 0.000050, pour SOOWu l a, 1 2000kPa (2) 

ou a, est en kPa. 

Le coefficient de fnction de rugosité maximal (au pic), Fi, est défki tel: 

- 
p ,  = 0.90 - 0.00 1 367a, P r  a, 5 2SOkPa 
- 
pB = 0.40 - 0.0001 167a, pour 250kPa a O, -< 1500kPa 
- (3) 

p, = 030 - 0.0000500, pour 1500kPa s a, s 2000kPa 

et le coefficient de fiction de rugosité résiduel est obtenu de: 
- 
p, = 0.30 - 0.00005~, 

pour tous niveaux de contrainte normale, a.. 

Ce modèle constitutif original a été intégré dans un modèle constitutif à trois phases 

des joints de béton soit: a) phase élastique, b) phase d'initiation et de propagation de 

fissure et c) phase de fissuration complète du béton. Le modèle ci-haut représente le 

comportement complètement fissuré d'un joint de béton. 
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Outil numérique 

Un logiciel d%léments finis a été développé (INTRFACE) pour ce modèle, en utilisant 

I'élément fini "gap-friction" pour la simulation numérique du joint. Cet élément consiste en 

2 ressorts tramlationnels et 2 amortisseun visqueux insérés entre 2 noeuds. Deux 

algorithmes de résolution par contrôle indirect des déplacements ont été implantés dans le 

logiciel afin de favoriser la validation sous chargement statique de i'élément d'interface. La 

méthode a a été choisie pour résoudre les équations de mouvement. 

Application 

Un barrage type de 90m avec joints est analysé sous trois configurations différentes: 

(i) un joint à la base du barrage, (ü) un joint à la base ainsi qu'un joint près de la crête et 

(i) huit joints également espacés sur la hauteur du barrage. L'objectif est de comparer la 

philosophie de calcul des recomrnendations du 

CDSA (1995) pour les barrages versus des 

analyses par éléments finis nonlinéaires qui 

permettent la simulation du glissement le long de 

l'interfkce. Le modèle du barrage analysé est 

illustré à la figure 4. 

Les analyses suivant l'approche CDSA (1995) 

ne fournissent qu'une seule information c'est-à-dire 

I'accélération requise pour induire le glissement. Figure 4 Modéle du b m q e  analysé 

Les analyses noniinéaires par éléments finis fournissent non seulement l'accélération qui 

induit tout glissement initial mais également le dépIacernent résiduel du barrage après le 

séisme ainsi que l'énergie dissipée dans le barrage par fiction et par amortissement 

visqueux. La figure 5 illustre les résultats tirés de Fanalyse par éléments finis. 



O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Accéleration de pointe au sol (g) 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Acceleration de pointe au sol (g) 
+Non pdpate sans sous-prieuions Friction 
-Non piepari8 sans sous-pression Amortissement 
+PIBpa& sans sous-prersion Friction 
-PFéparie sans tous-pmssion Amortissement 
+Préparé avec mus-pression Friction 
+PdpaFB avec sous-pressioi: Amortissrnent 

Figure 5 RésuZtar~s des anaZyses nonlinéaires pour m d e  à deux joints. 

Les résultats tel qu'énumérés au tableau 3 indiquent d'une part que l'accélération 

nécessaire pour entrainer un premier glissement, calculée par éléments finis, est similaire a 

celle obtenue des analyses classiques. Par contre, les valeurs de glissement résiduel 



correspondantes sont plutôt faibles. Ces faibles glissements conjugués au fait qu'ils 

puissent constituer un mécanisme de dissipation d'énergie non-négligeable pour un barrage 

(voir figure Se)) remettent en question la notion de sécurité basée strictement sur un 

critère d'équilibre de forces statiques équivalentes. Un tel critère ne permet pas d'évaluer 

la portée des conséquences d'une transgression du critère en termes de dommages à la 

structure. 

Tableau 3 Résultats des ~m~lljses par éléments finis nonfinéaires. 

S-P= sous pression, APS=accélération de pointe au sol 

Condition 
du joint 

Non préparé, sans S-P 
Préparé sans S-P 
Préparé avec S-P 

Conclusions 

Les conclusions principales de cette thèse de doctorat sont les suivantes. 

Comportement général des joints: 

 ase es de 

Le coefficient de fiction diminue lorsque la charge normale est augmentée. La 

préparation de la surfice détermine les propriété de résistance des joints. Ainsi, les joints 

préparés ont un comportement similaire au béton fissuré initialement monolithique alors 

que les joints non préparés se comportent comme des surfaces planes type "de fond de 

coffrase". 

-- 

~ a s e  et joint 
APS au 

giis. 
initial 
0.20g 

Comportement dynamique &s joints: 

glis. 
résiduel 

2.3 mm 

Les boucles d'hystérésis sont très stables, la résistance ne se dégrade pas avec les 

cycles de glissement. Le contenu en fréquences du glissement imposé n'a pas d'effet sur le 

giis. 
résiduel 
au joint , 

0.3mm 
2.6mm 
l .Omm 

APS au glis. 
initiai 

O. Log 
O. 15g 
O, log 

APS au giis. 
initiai à la 

base 
0.25~ 

glis. résiduel 
a la base 

1.4mm 
2.Omm 
3 . 4 m  

030g 
0.1Og 

1.6rnm 1 0.45g 
1.8mm 1 O. l5g 



comportement du joint. Une certaine dépendance du coefficient de friction à la vitesse de 

glissement a pu être observée. Enfin, aucune relation ne peut être établie entre 

l'accélération et le coefficient de fiction. 

M d l e  co~*hrQfrles joints: 

Un modèle constitutif pour joints a été développé. Il inclut les caractéristiques 

fondamentales des joints soit: la préparation de riterface, la grosseur de l'agrégat utilisé, 

la contrainte normale appliquée, o., et la nature de la charge appliquée, statique ou 

dynamique. 

Concemant la sécurité des barrages: 

Les analyses classiques de stabilité au glissement sous charge sismique sont 

dépendantes de la distribution de la charge sismique équivalente appliquée sur le modèle 

de calail ainsi que de la position des joints considérés. 

L'analyse par éléments finis nonlinéaires avec simulation explicite du glissement le 

long du joint permet d'obtenir non seulement l'intensité du tremblement de terre requis 

pour entraîner un glissement mais également le déplacement résiduel qui en résulte. 

Un critère de sécurité des barrages basé sur le glissement aciinisnble 

Un tel critère met à profit les propriétés mécaniques des joints. Ce critère doit être 

déterminé de façon à maintenir à tout moment l'intégrité du système barrage-réservoir- 

fondation. Ainsi, suite au glissement admissible ce dernier ne doit pas rendre inopérant le 

système de drainage et tout équipement important ne devra pas être endommagé. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Ovewiew 

More than 50% of aü dams in Canada have been in service for over 40 years. In 

concrete dams, ageing effects are becoming more and more visible at iift joint locations. 

Many old concrete dams are now showing clear evidence of debonding at joint locations. 

Construction practice at the beginning of the century was not as stringent as it is today. 

Little was known about the importance of concrete surface preparation pnor to pouring 

the next lift. As a result, joint surfaces were often left with laitance, and hadequate 

concrete mixes were useci. Dams were designed considering joints as planes of weakness. 

Sliding and overturning stability at the joint location was usudy checked for a "no- 

tension" condition considering triangular uplift pressure distribution in most severe cases 

where no drainage provisions existed. Shear keys or a wavy joint profiie were also 

sometimes provided. 

With increasing knowledge of hydrology and seismicity, the "probable maximum 

flood" and the "maximum design earthquake" magnitudes have often been increased. 

These revised loading criteria, when considered on ageing structures, stimulated many 

owners to reevaluate their dams for stability under extreme conditions. The Canadian 

Electricd Association (CEA, 1990) and CDSA (1995) published guidellies for the seismic 

safety assessrnent of dams. The seismic safety phiiosophy adopted in most dam saffety 

guidelines is twofold: (i) under a moderate Uitensity earthquake, operating basis 

earthquake, OBE, the dam should remain essentiaily elastic, while (ü) under the maximum 

design earthquake the dam can suffer structural damage, however the reservoir should be 

contained. 

Increased earthquake loading critenon required expenditure of 48M$US for the 

retrofit of Stewart Mountain dam in Arizona (Rosenbaum, 199 1). This arch dam (65 rn) 



exhibiteci debonding across horizontal lift joints. The smicturd continuity of the dam lifi 

joints was restored using post-tensioned cables. Seven Sisters gravity dam (18 m) in 

Manitoba (Ferguson et al. 1994), as iliustrated in Fig. 1. la, and Big Eddy buttress dam 

(49 m) in Ontario (Gore and Bickley, 1987) were rehabilitated with post-tension cables 

due to deterioration and leacbg of horizontal construction joints that aliowed water 

seepage through the stnicture. Alcan resorted to a sunilar retrofit technique at the Isle- 

Maligne complex in the province of Quebec oufiesne et al. 1992), as shown in Fig. 1.1 b. 

Fig. 1.1 Post-temioned cables proMdPd at (a) Seven Sisters (imkpted from 
Fergvson et al. 1994). a d  (5) Isle-Maligne ( ~ t e d f r o m  Turcotte et d 1994) 

The deterioration of lift and construction joints favors the development of a 

significant anisotropic structural behaviour with a reduced load canying capability. 

Detrimentai consequenus resulting corn water penetration in joints are: (i) the increase in 

upW pressure, (i) the opening and loss of bond, (iii) the leaching out of cementhg 

compounds, (iv) the increase' in risk of a deleterious alkali-aggregate reaction (AAR), and 

(v) the penetration by cold water that favors damage from fieeze-thaw cycles (Pacelli et 

ai., 1993). 

The Elecîrk Power Research Institute in the US. pubtished a thorough report on the 

tende and fictional properties to be assigneci to wncrete and lift joints, while analyzing 



existing dams for static loads (EPRI, 1992). However, no results were reported in tems 

of loadiieformation response of the joint material. A knowledge of load-deformation 

response of concrete joints is essential to perfonn finite element analysis of jointed dams. 

The load-deformation behaviour of concrete-concrete lift joints under static and 

earthquake loading, and the related structural response of "jointed' dams, have not been 

assessed properly to date. A "redistic" modelling of the efféct of 1 3  joints on the 

hydrological safkty and earthquake safety of concrete dams is required to support, with 

confidence, the safety assessment and the design of effective and economical defensive 

measures, if need be. The National Research Council in the U. S. (NRC, 1990) stressed on 

the urgent need for research on joints in concrete dams. 

1.2 Definition of the research problem 

Seismic saféty assessment of gravity dams has generally been lirnited to classicd 

stability studies where the earthquake load is applied as an equivalent static load. Very 

little studies have been conducted on the dynamic response of gravity dams with explicit 

modelhg of lift joints because of the complexity of the problem and because classical 

methods of analysis, based on beam theory or strength of materials, are stili being 

preferred to finite element methods by most consultants in the dam industry. However, 

the higher level of trust in the classical methods has been challenged by fracture mechanics 

studies applied to dams (BaZant, 1990). 

The finite element method has been initially developed for solving eiasticity problems 

in small defonnations where equilibrium is always somehow recovered. Stability problems 

require the determination of failure mechanism. The linear elastic finite element method 

does not enable direct stability check as recommended in dam d é t y  guidelines. 

Furthermore, at geometrical discontinuities such as corners, notches, and crack tip, stress 

singularities &se. Using the linear elastic finite element analysis, the stress singularity 

converges to infinity as the me& is refmed. Linear elastic fracture mechanics LEFM 

accounts for these singularities for predicting crack penetration and propagation. 



Unfortunately, LEFM is maùlly based on closed form solutions not applicable to dams in 

the context of earthquake analysis. 

Nonlinear fiacture mecfianics 

NLFM has been applied successfully 

to the seismic response of gravity 

dams using both the discrete crack 
Mode I Mode II 

tensile fracture planar shear foilureFi approach (*yan and Saouma, 1990) 

g. 1.2 Modes offdure 
and the smeared crack approach 

(Bhattacharjee and Léger, 1994; 

Ghrib and Tinawi, 1994). Both approaches did not consider Mt joints, and they only dealt 

with tende mode 1 type of failure (see Fig. 1.2). Even more, they require tensile softening 

for shear damage to occur. Also in these studies, mass concrete and lift joint limit 

strengths under a combination of compression and shear have not been considered. 

Combined compression and shear state 

requires special attention first because this 

condition occurs over uncracked ligaments (see 

Fig. 1.3) between a crack tip and the 

downstream face and at the dam base contact 

joint, and second because it requires special 

numerical techniques for siiulation. in 

addition, in the smeared crack approach, under 

earthquake loads, ffachire energy is dissipated 

by a softening and eventually a cracking 

mechanism. Any fnctiond dissipation of Fig. 1.3 Locutions for cornbined 
compression und shear to ocait in dmns energy at joints has been ignored in the past. 

Thus, it is very important to develop stmctural analysis tools, well suited to dam 

stability assessment, that enable a rational modeliing of potential fdure mechanisms such 

as lift joints and the base contact joint recognizing their particular load-displacement 



responses. This formulation of the problem is wmplex but essential since any pseudo- 

static method is based on a sustained load rather than a cyclic loading. The cycling nature 

of the response, if considered in the seismic safety assessment, can therefore capture 

fEctional dissipative mechanisms on a rational basis. 

Agreement between the adopted material constitutive models and matenal strength 

parameten on one hand, and the real material and joint behaviour on the other han& is the 

Achille's heei of numerical simulation methods. Getting sound static and dynamic matenal 

strength, stifiess and damping pararneters for massive structures, such as dams, is an 

expensive and diBEicult task. ûf' course, in situ testing is the most valuable method because 

the measurements are perforrned with the actual dam material and load conditions. But 

this technique, which can be destructive on a very limited scale for obvious rasons, is 

complicated and expensive. Laboratory testing on sded  models enables to study the 

behaviour of the structure under extreme load conditions impossible to simulate on the 

site. However, uncertainties arise from scaling laws. Laboratory testing on material 

sarnples taken nom the dam site gathers the advantages of the two above mentioned 

techniques. Laboratory testing on material simples is simple, not as expensive as in situ 

testing, but generally as reliable. Accordingiy, dam owners resort to samples to get 

material strength data from simple tests such as compression tests (compressive strength, 

modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio) and direct shear tests (cohesion, angle of fiction). 

It is possible to get the most fiom a data collection program if the relevant 

parameters, that have a distinct e f f i  on the structural response, are known beforehand. 

Thus, these relevant pararneters are first to be identifieci. Oniy then, simple tests results 

may wiil be used to support the definition of transient dynarnic material properties 

required to perform comprehensive nonlinear earthquake analysis. 



1.3 Research methodology and objectives 

To study the effect of wncrete-concrete lift joints on the static and dynamic stability 

of concrete gravity dams, the followhg methodology was adopted (Fig. 1.4). 

1- Review of literature, 

2-Experimental dynamic siiding shear tests on 18 specimens 250mmx500mm 

concreteancrete lift joint specimens, with dïerent surface preparation: monolithic, 

waterblasted, untreated, Bat independent, Fig. 1.4(a), 

3- Development of a hysteretic Iift joint constitutive model using experimental data, 

Fig. 1.4@). 

4- F i t e  element irnplementation of the lifi joint constitutive model and of a gap 

fiction element, in a newly developed specialized computer program INTRFACE, and 

validation on simple stmcturai systems, Fig. 1.4(c), 

5- Parametric analyses on the static and earthquake response analysis of a 90m gravity 

dam using nonlinear finite element wmputer program INTRFACE with an explicit 

modelling of lift joints using gap-fiction elements, Fig. 1.4(d). 

The foiiowing objectives have been considered in this research program: 

Gened obj actives: 

(i) the gathering of relevant information 6orn the literature on joints for stating the 

pros and cons of the various numerical methods, 

(ii) the development of a new concrete-concrete interface constitutive model, 

considering the particularities of lift joint surface preparations and dynamic loading, 

(i) the implemention of the model in a fuite element analysis computer program to 

simulate dynamic slidiig of gravity dams, 

(iv) the validation of numerical models nom original experimmtal results, 



(v) the determination of the most signincant parameten and safety indices to interpret 

the nonlinear analysis of jointed concrete gravity dams. 

(vi) the establishment of practical conclusions and general guidelines for the seismic 

safèty of ageing dams. 

(a) Experimentd specimen 

and validation 

(b) Formulation of joint 
constitutive mode1 

(dj Numerical application of 
seismic safety of gravity dam 

Fig. 1.4 Oveniew of the methodology developed to &ess the research problem. 

Objectives of the esperimeotaI work reported in the thesis 

(i) to simulate dynamic sliding that wuld occur dong a lift joint in a concrete dam as 

a firnction of applied normal stress, 

(ü) to determine the effèct of lift joint surface preparation on its cyclic load- 

displacement response, 

(i) to relate dynamic direct shear response to static shear strength material properties 

(fiction, cohesion), 



(iv) to study the e f f '  of the fiequency content of the imposed shear displacement on 

the shear response. 

Objectives of the numerid devdopments reported in the thesis 

(i) to simulate the complete tende mode 1 and shear mode II behaviour of lift joint, 

including crack initiation, crack propagation and fiilly cracked behaviour, 

(ü) to study and to compare the various mechanisms of energy dissipation, viscous 

damping energy dissipation and fictionai energy dissipation. 

4 A Original contributions of the thesis 

To the best of the authofs knowledge, the following items can be considered as 

original conaibutions of the thesis: 

A comprehensive literature review of measured dam iift joint strength parameters, 

joint models, and previous analytical studies on jointed dams has been presented. 

A realistic static and dynamic behaviour of Lft joints with different surface 

preparation has been observed under laboratory conditions. 

A new concrete-concrete static and dynamic interface constitutive model has been 

developed based on onguial experhnental data, to apply in static and dynamic slidmg 

analysis of structures. 

A new nonlinear wncrete-wncrete interface model has been applied to predict the 

seismic response of concrete gravity dams with various Lift joint conditions within the 

framework of the finite element method. The effect of upM pressure in the joints has 

been considered. 

A novel approach to assess the seismic d e t y  of jointed concrete dams has been 

undertaken and a d e t y  index based on dowable displacements has been proposed. 



1.5 Organiration of the thesis 

The thesis is organized in eight chapters as shown in Fig. 1.5. Following the 

introduction, Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature relevant to the objectives of the 

thesis. The definition of concrete lifi joints accordhg to construction codes and joint 

material properties defined fiom empirical relations as weii as experimentally measured 

properties are reviewed. The various aspects of finite element simulations of jointed 

structures are presented. Past investigations on the static and dynamic stability of jointed 

dams are also described. 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 cover the whole expeximental programme that led to the 

development of the proposed conmete-concrete interface constitutive model. In Chapter 

3 the experimental program is presented. The test specimens, the test setup, and the 

instrumentation, are described. The testing procedures used for the various types of tests 

that were conducted are disnissed: aatic shear strength tests, bending tests, and static and 

dynamic sliding Wction tests. 

The measured strengths for the various types of tests are presented in Chapter 4. The 

specimens behaviour under the various tests is thoroughly described. The effects of 

various parameters such as surfiice roughness, velocity and acceleration, and degradation 

of the joint surfaces, are disaisseci. Static predynarnic, dynamic, and static postdynamic 

responses are compared. 

From the experiments described Ui Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 a hysteretic lif? joint 

sliding fiction constitutive model was developed in Chapter 5. It reproduces the 

measured experimental behaviour. The complete constitutive model covers the behaviour 

of an uncracked joint, up to a hlly cracked joint, by couphg a nonlinear fiachire 

mechanics based cracking model to the sliding fiction constitutive model. 

Chapter 6 avers the finite elernent irnplementation and validation of the joint 

constitutive modei. The nonlinear solution aigorithm for static tende fracture, static shear 



Mure, and dynamic analysis are descriied. Simple validation problems are presented to 

highlight the advantages and deficiencies of the joint constitutive model. 

Applications of the nonlinear constitutive model to the static and seismic andysis of a 

joïnted gravity dams (90m high) is presented in Chapter 7. The number of modeUed lift 

joints has bem varied. The surface preparation was wnsidered to be "good" in a first 

senes (water blasted interface) and "bad" (untreated) in a second series. The uplift 

pressure e f f i  was investigated. Cornparisons between pseudo-static and pseudo- 

dynamic seismic analyses, generdy used in practice, and nonlinear finite element dynamic 

stability analyses, have been discussed. 

Fmaliy, the conclusions of this research program, and the recommendations for 

industrial application of the experimental results and the proposed nonlinear constitutive 

rnodel are presented in Chapter 8. Recommendations for future research are also 

discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Structural analysis and behaviour of concrete dams 

considering construction joints: state-of-the-art 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter covers in the first section, the available concrete joints material data 

gathereci f?om the literature together with the values suggested by d a m  d e t y  guidelines. 

Various constitutive models applicable to joints are presented in the second section. The 

implementation of joint models into a finite element analysis is discussed in the third 

section. A review of past investigations and case studies concludes the chapter. A more 

detailed Literature review is available in Fronteddu (1994). 

2.2 Joints in dams 

In this section, the purpose of providing joints in a dam structure is explained. The 

various requirements on joint preparation are described. The material properties, as 

suggested in the literature, are presented. 

2.2.1 Definition and purpose 

Pacelli et al. (1993) defined construction joints as locations where the existing 

concrete has become so rigid that newly placed concrete cannot be integrally incorporated 

with it. ICOLD (1986) defines seven types of joints: (i) contraction or monolithic joint, 

(Ü) expansion joint, (iü) isolation joint, (iv) wntrol joint, (v) horizontal lift joint, 

(vi) construction joint, and (16) cold joint. The first four types ofjoints are introduced on 

purpose by the dam designer to accommodate geometrical changes or movements. These 

are non-adhesive joints. 

Horizontal lift joints, construction joints and wld joints are adhesive type of joints 

where bondmg between surfaces is to be maxirnized in order not to affect the monolithic 



action of the dam. These adhesive joints result fiom the construction techniques used, 

mainly the limited capacity of pouring wncrete, and the requirements to be met on 

temperature wntrol and shrinkage wntrol (Xia et al. 1979, Garkun et al. 1989). T i e  

elapsed between the first and second pour is of key importance for bonding. Joints are 

nomially innoduceci in concrete structures to wntrol cracking. The designer aims at 

havhg the least possible number of these joints. Different types of joints are illustrateci in 

Fig. 2.1. 

horizontal lift joints 

reenirant a m e r  
- -  

dam-foundation contact joint , 

- . C 

rock joints - t . 

Fig. 2.1 Planes of weahess in concrete &ms. 

The surface preparation detemines the bonding conditions thus the resistance of the 

joint. In samples taken fiom concrete dams, lift joints may be easily identified because of a 

layer of mortar or laitance. However, when the joints were cleaned before placing the 

next Ut, they are difncult to see in samples (EPRI, 1992). 



2.2.2 Joints and codes 

In concrete codes in general, construction joints are considered as weak planes in an 

otherwise monoiithic member (Suprenant, 1988). Tests on reinforced concrete beams 

indicated that construction joints reduce the shear strength by 40% but do not aEéct the 

shear strength of roughened members (in these tests, a roughened member had 1.6 mm 

(1116 in) texture; Suprenant, 1988). Bending strength of reinforceci concrete is not 

affécted by construction joints (Suprenant, 1988). Most codes give provisions on how to 

prepare the surfaces and where to position the joints. The CSA CAN3A23.1 code 

requires the cleaning of joint surfâtes, the removing of the laitance, and the partial 

exposure of aggregates. Just before pouring the concrete, the surface should be wetted 

and the standing water should be removed. The use of sti&lire brushes, scabblers, 

waterblasters or sandblasters is suggested for cleaning and removhg the laitance. SUnilar 

provisions may be found in the AC1 3 18-89 code. 

For mass concrete, AC1 Cornmittee 207 (AC1 207, 1980) recommended wet 

sandblasting for cleanup of horizontal joint surfaces preparatory to placement of the next 

la. Height of lifts is dependent on the s p d e d  means to iimit temperature rise due to 

cernent hydration. AC1 207 does not give any limitation on lifi height. Typical lift heights 

range fiom 75 cm at the foundation for several las, through 1.5 m, and 2.3 m in gravity 

dams, and 3 rn or more for semi-mass concrete structures. In cold weather, continuous 

lifts up to 15 m have been used. 

ICOLD bulletin on dam construction (ICOLD, 1990) recomrnends two procedures 

for cleaning lift surfaces. Combined jet of water and compressed air at a minimum of 

400 kPa is recommended on surfkces that have not completely hardened, while wet 

sandblasting is recomrnended on hardened swfaces. Joints on formed faces should be 

avoided, if not sand blasting and epoxy resin coating should be used. Roughening oid 

concrete with hand tools or pneumatic hammers is to be avoided. Acwrding to ICOLD 

(1990) lift height is to be deterrnined by (i) dissipation of the heat of hydration, and ci) 



formwork handhg and wst. ICOLD gives no method for determinhg a lift height. 

Based on experience a lift height of 1.5 rn with no artifid woling of the concrete is 

generally aâequate for heat dissipation. 

Public utilities adopt their own technical guidelines based on codes, standards, current 

state-of-the-practice and experience. SEBJ (1992) recommends the use of grout on wide 

horizontal lift surfaces and concrete mixes with 20 mm maximum aggregate size. If deep 

narrow foms are use& reinforcement is provideci at the bottom or if the bottom surface is 

irregular . 

2.2.3 Plain concrete properties 

Usually, Iift joint properties are related to the intact dam concrete properties, it is thus 

advisable to briefly review intact concrete properties. However, important issues such as 

rate effects which have been investigated for homogeneous concrete specimens have not 

been quite studied for joints. 

The assumed tensile strength,f, in analyses of wncrete dams is ofien based on studies 

by Raphaël (1984). He suggested ffl.324(fe)m W a ) ,  which is usually replaced by the 

foliowing simple expression f d . 1 . .  Raphaël (1984) also suggested to increase the 

tende strength by 50% for earthquake loading to account for rate effects on strength. 

The tangent modulus combined with the a d  tensile strength does not result in the 

proper cracking strain because the stress-& diagram before reaching the peak tensile 

stress is nonlinear. Thereforef, may be fiirther increased by 33% (Raphaël, 1984) while 

USBR (1976) suggests 20%. This increase is valid only for linear elastic analyses. The 

tangent modulus as suggested by CEA (1990) should be increased by 25% to account for 

rate effects (Bhattachajee and Léger, 1992) . 

Fracture mechanics (FM) properties of dam concrete are fairy dEerent than 

structural concrete FM properties. Brühwiier and Wittmann (1990) measured specific 

fracture energy values, Gfi ranging between 175 N/m and 257 N/m for dam concrete, 

while Reinhardt et al. (1986) rneasured values between 60 N/m and 130 N/m for structural 



concrete. Briüiwiler and W~ttmann (1990) observed that the dam concrete fdure surface 

is chanicterized by aggregate cracking henceforth dam concrete Gf is affecteci by the 

nature and material properties of aggregates rather than by aggregate size. This would 

explain why Gf for dam concrete is greater than the correspondmg value for structural 

concrete. They found no dependence of fiacture properties on rate effects. However they 

obsmred a reduction in fracture energy with inmeashg precompressive loading, but 

unfortunately they did not quanti@ this deaease. Saouma et al. (1991b) observed a 

reverse effect on the fiachire toughness. They rneasured the fkacture toughness, KI,, in 

situ and obsewed that due to wnfining effects the in situ Kl, would be approximately three 

times the one measured in laboratory. 

How may the knowledge acquired on rate effects and confinement effects on intact 

concrete be extended to construction joints? In practice. joint tensile strength has been 

magnifieci due to dynsmic loading as it is the usual practice for intact concrete. It makes 

sense to believe that whesion inmeases as tensile strength does increase. Dependency of 

angles of fiction, @, on the sliding velocity is stil an open question for debate (Oden and 

Martins, 1985). However. NRC (1990) States that in seismic safety evaluation of dams, 

the static values of the cohesion and fiction angle are usually not increased for rapid 

loading rate effects due to a lack of experimental evidence to justiS, a magnification factor. 

2.2.4 Strength of material properties 

Attention given to surface preparation may Vary fiom site to site, thus an in situ 

testing program is mandatory to assess reliable joint properties (EPRI, 1992). Field data, 

tests on cores or in situ testing, serve two purposes. First, the strengths measured for a 

given site are usuaiiy greater than the ones obtained fiom empirical estimates meant to be 

lower bounds in the design process. Second, site investigations reduce the uncertainty, 

thus lower factors of s a f i  may be adopted (EPRI, 1992). 

If no field data is available, empirical estimates are required. Dowling and Hall 

(1989) suggested to use a tensile strength of 0 5 6  (in MPa) which may be inaeased by 



15% to account for rate effects. Ahmadi and Khoshrang (1992) suggested a tensile 

strength equal to 60% of the flexural tensiie strength of plain concrete 5, as given by AC1 

(1 990): 

where fr, is the joint tende strength. For cold joints, Reich (1993) adopted a tensile 

strength of 55% the splitting strength (fiom split cylinder tests) of plain concrete or 66% 

of the direct tensile strength of plain concrete. 

EPRI (1992) observeci a great scatter of experimental results on the tende strength 

and observed a poor correlation between fv and fi. However, they suggested to use 

fq 4 7 5  psi (1.207 MPa) as an average. For the shear strength, they recornmended the 

foflowing values for a bonded joint: xJ=3 10 psi (2.14 MPa), 4 ~ 5 7 ~ ;  and for an unbonded 

joint: 7,-70 psi (0.48 MPa) and -9" and rJ=0 and -8" as a lower bound. The 

guidelines proposed by the Canadian Dam Safety Association (CDS& 1 995) recommend 

to use the following joint tensile strength: fq = û . O S f i .  The shear strength in mass concrete 

(cohesion) should be taken as r, = 0.17fi. The cohesion at lift joints could be taken as 

half that of mass cuncrete unless joints are detenorateci. The angle of static fiction &, 
may be taken as 55" and the angle of residual sliding Wction er may be taken as 45". 

CDSA (1995) states two Mohr-Coulomb 

strengths: 

where 5, is the joint peak shear strength, 

formulas for cornputhg peak and residual shear 

r. is the threshold shear strength (cohesion), sr 

is the residual shear strength, r. is the nominal residual shear strength value up to 100 kPa 

(if supported by tests, if not it should be considered as zero), a. is the normal stress acting 

on the joint. The shear stress-displacernent response and the Mohr-Coulomb envelope are 



ilustrated in Fig. 2.2. The apparent cohesion, t, corresponds to the cohesion assuming 

a linear failure envelope tangent to 6. It shodd be noted that different safety factors 

correspond to peak and residual shear strengths. 

T +  

1 shear dispîacernent 

Fig. 2.2 (a) Shem stressdii~placement response anà fi) failure enwlope. 

2.2.5 Experimental evidence 

Few experimental studies have been conducted on construction joints. The data 

gathered in the literature is site specific. Link (1969) considers that, for a quality built 

concrete dam, whesion values between 2.5 MPa and 3.5 MPa, and fiction angles 

between 45" and 54.5" (p=1.0 and p=1.4) could be adopted. He reported tests performed 

by French engineers on constmction joints which showed little less shear strength than 

general mass concrete. 

Pacelli et al. (1993) reviewed the efféctiveness of joint treatment at several dam sites 

in B d .  These treatments were wet sandblasting, greencutting, and high pressure 

waterblasting. Mechanical properties are governeci by joint treatment. Untreated joints 

had average tende strength and shear strength of 40% monolithic, while treated joints 

reached 85% monolithic on average. The authors wnsider treated joints as being as good 

as monolithic concrete. The best treatments are high pressure waterblasting and wet 

sandblasting, but properly controiied greencutting at early age (Le. less than 5 days) is 



almost as good. Providing a mortar layer on treated joints increased the strength 

properties by at least 1û% monolithic. Surface roughness had little effect. 

McLean and Pierce (1988) gathered test data taken fiom the U.S. Bureau of 

Reclamation. nie data disthguished between bonded and unbonded joints. A single 

friction angle value is used for peak and residual conditions. The fiction angle, (9, for 

bonded joints varied between 25" and 78" with an average value of 5S0, the cohesion 

varied between 205 psi and 527 psi (1.4 MPa and 3.6 MPa) with an average of 350 psi 

(2.4 MPa). The fiction angle for unbonded joints varied between 35" and 5 1" with an 

average of 47,  the apparent cohesion varied beiween 18 psi and 2 16 psi (0.1 MPa and 

1.5 MPa) with an average of 86 psi (0.6 MPa). The concept of apparent cohesion for 

unbonded joints is related to the shear f h  envelope (see Fig. 2.2@)). The authors 

could achieve a better fit on their experimentd results by using a bilinear rnodel. The 

parent material properties are as follows: 40" Ca< 76' with an average of 58', cohesion 

varied between 269 psi and 573 psi (1.9 MPa and 4.0 MPa) with an average of 364 psi 

(2.5 MPa). Unbonded joints apparent cohesion values are much lower than bonded joint 

cohesion values while angles of fiction are similar. Shear strength values of bonded 

joints, whether treated or untreated, are comparable to parent material properties. 

Lo et al. (1991a) defined three states to characterise core sarnples: (i) bonded: the 

contact is intact; (ü) weakly bonded: the contact is broken when received but the hcture 

surface is fresh and matching; and ci) unbonded: the contact is broken when received, the 

fkacture surfice is weathered, and matching is very poor. Bonded contacts cm resist 

tension and possess cohesion, whiie unbonded contacts exhibit only fictional resistance. 

Weakly bonded contacts are bonded contacts that were broken during drilling. Since the 

contact was not strong enough to resist the wring operations, Lo et al. (1991a) 

recommend to use the minimum values for strength and cohesion. 

Lo et al. (1991b) proposed guidelines for detennining joint fiction angle from core 

sampIes. The fiction angle, 9, is considerd as being the sum of two components: the 

basic fiction angie, & which corresponds to the slidig of two smooth surfaces, and the 



roughness angle ,i, which accounts for the interlocking of asperities. Roughness is 

affkcted by seale effécts thus sarnples a few orders of magnitude smaller than the real 

structure can only provide the basic friction angle. Lo et al. (1991b) suggested to 

calculate the basic fiction angle as the ciifference between the fiction angle measured in 

the laboratory and the roughness of the sarnple surface: 

where and i* are the fiction angle and the roughness measured in the laboratory, N 

and T are the normal and tangential forces applied on the sample, 6. and 61 are the 

measured normal and tangential displacements. It is irnplicit in Eq(2.3) that the normal 

and tangentid displacements should be monitored during the tests. The real fiction angle 

is the sum of the basic niaion angle and the in situ roughness which should be evaluated 

on site. Lo et al. (1990) reported basic fiction angles for concrete to concrete siidhg 

between 29" and 36' with an average of 32'. They aiso measured cohesion values close to 

twice the tende strength. 

Besides strength of material properties, joint permeability is an important property. 

High permeability has several detrimental consequences as described earlier. For a joint 

without treatment and without mortar, Paceüi et al. (1993) measured coefficients of 

permeability in the order of 10*'~m/s or 90% of that of monolithic concrete. With 

treatment, the joints were as impe~ous as concrete. 

2.2.6 Fracture mechanics properties 

Tschegg et al. (1993) have studied the effect of construction joints on crack profiles. 

They conducted wedge splitting tests on specimens cast in two stages. The first haif of 

the specimen (called old wncrete in the following) was cast and left to cure for 28 days 

before the second half (caiied new wncrete) was poured. In a senes of specimens, the 

inner susface of the old concrete was smoothed with a hand bmsh, while in the second 
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series, the inner d a c e  was sand blasted and moistened aftenvards. The distance between 

the joint and the specimen center line (aligned with the notch) was also varîed. A typical 

test specimen is show in Fig. 2.3. Rough interface specimens hcture energy, Gfi was 

50% greater than the smooth interfàce fiacture energy: 15.2 N/m against 10 N/m, while 

the parent material hcture energy was 125 Nlm. The fiacture energy of an interface is 

roughly 1 Ph that of the parent material. The obse~ed crack profiles showed : (i) that the 

crack is deflected in the interface, and Ci) that cracks initiate in the interface and at the 

notch at the same the .  

Fig. 2.3 Wedge splxtting test 
specirnen with joint. 

Saouma et al. (1991a) conducted wedge splitting test 

on dam concrete on specimens similar to Tschegg et al. 

(1993). Three days after the ht lift was poured, the inner 

surface of the old concrete was sandbfasted to remove 

laitance, kept saturated dried and the second lift was 

poured. M e r  28 days the specimens were tested. They 

observed that the peak load for cold joint (CJ) specimens 

reached 50% of the monolithic specimens peak load. The 

hcture toughness, K& for CJ specimens was 40% to 70% 

that of monolithic specimens (0.52 MN/rnM to 0.72  MN/^^^ vs 0.86 M N I ~ ~ ~  to 1 -34 

 MN/^^^), and the hcture energy, Gfi was 30% to 60% that of monolithic specimens 

(80.6 N/m to 138.4 Nlm vs 223 N/m to 240 N/m). The higher Gf values correlated with 

rougher surfaces. Interestingly, Saouma and his colleagues observed that the residual 

crack opening displacement d e r  each loading cycle was smaUer for CJ specimens. In 

general, the CJ specimens exhibiteci higher variations and lower crack resistance results 

than mono lithic specimens. 

There is a great dierence between Tschegg et al. (1993) and Saouma et al. (1991a) 

measured Gf values. In the fh t  case, oniy 10% of the monolithic Gf value was reached, 

while in the second case 55% on average was reached. In addition, the specimens had 

ditferent dimensions, Tschegg's specimens hcture area was twice that of Saouma's 



specimens. More irnportantly, the old concrete surface in the Saouma et al. (1 99 1 a) study 

was oniy three days old when the new concrete was poured; while the old concrete surface 

was 28 days old when the second Lüt was poured by Tschegg et al. (1993). 

2.3 Constitutive models for joints 

Joints in dams are usually characterized by standard Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope 

e.g tende strength, cohesion, and angle of fiction. Coulomb's model is a simple average 

representation of the crack shear resistance known as a fiction type model. Sophisticated 

models, aggregate interlock rnodels, may be devised to characterize shear on irregular 

sudàcesces Figure 2.4 shows the diaérent types of discontinuity constitutive rnodels. 

2.3.1 Shear friction models 

In Coulomb's mode4 joint closure is assumed to occur suddenly and sliding is 

assumed to be rigid, as show in Fig. 2.5. However there is a discrepancy between 

expexkental obsewations and Coulomb's model as shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7 for 

rock joints for example. For jointed materials such as rock, the normal stiffhess at closing 

increases with the applied normal load to reach a constant value. Five factors have been 

identifiecl by Bandis a ai. (1983) to infiuence the normal stifiess km: (i) the wall 

roughness, (ü) the initial contact area, (i) the strength and defonnability of the aspenties, 

(iv) the thickness, type and physical properties of the infihg material, and (v) the 

interlocking state. The n o d  stiffiiess is found to be greater for an interlocked joint than 

for a dislocated joint but this dEerence decreases when the joint is submitted to load 

cycles (Bandis, 1 990). Uniike other joint properties, normal stifniess is not subjected to 

scale effects (Barton et al. 1985) beauw normal closure is dominateci by small sale 

roughness. Issues such as closing and sale effects have not been çtudied for concrete lift 

joints. However, due to the similar nature of rock and wncrete it is reasonable to assume 

a similar behaviour at a cracked lifi joint. 
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Fig. 2.4 Constitutive modeIs for ~scontinuifies. 



To describe the behaviour of  rock joints, two slopes linear mode1 was first proposed 

by Goodman and Dubois (1972) wrn ing  the joint wuld resist some tension, o ,  before 

complete separation. 

o n t  

closed joint 

(a) 

opened joint " :Il 
1 I joint sliding 

Fig . 2.5 Stress-dispIacement reelaomhips in Coulomb m&: a) nomal, b) tungent. 

Hyperbolic fùnction were also proposed (Goodman, 1974) : 

where 6.  is the closure, 6 ,  is the maximum closure, ai is the initial stress level at zero 

deformation which would result in a vertical offset from the ongin (Fig. 2.6). 

Fig. 2.6 Typicui rock joint behaviour as m d I I e d  by Goidinan (1974). 



For dislocated joints, hyperbolic hction does not fit very weU the experirnental data, 

hence semi-log expressions were proposed (Bandis et al. 1983): 

where p is the initial normal stress and q is a best fit coefficient. Very often, the load- 

displacement relationship is assumed to be nonlinear elastic in cyclic compression of the 

joint, i.e. the cycles are nonhysteretic. 

Joint shear stress-displacement 

relationship (Fig. 2.7) may be divided 

into three zones (Sun et al. 1985): (i) 

a s t iE  zone until r reaches a high 

proportion of the peak shear stress 

(rp), (ii) a transition zone from the 
v 
I elastic to the plastic state, and (6) a 

5, stiding zone. This relationship is 

Fig. 2.7 TjpicaI rock joint behavimr in shem scale dependent: the peak shear 
(hlptedfrom B d i s ,  I W O ) .  

stress (i,) decreases with an 

increasing joint area (Bandis et al. 1981). For different joint lengths, the joint shear 

behaviour is controUed by irregularities of dif5erent sizes hence, arnong joint properties, 

shear stifniess is the most afEected by scale effects (Barton et al. 1985). Bandis et al. 

(198 1) also realized that nonlinear pre-peak behaviour is more pronounced for weathered 

joints than for fiesh joints. Similarly, Saeb and Amadei (1 992) observed that the structural 

behaviour is a function of the mated state of the joint: unmated joints are more flexible 

than mated joints. 

Elasto-plastic shear stress-displacement relationships are often adopted (Goodman 

and Dubois, 1972, and Xiurun, 1981). The transition from the peak shear stress to the 

residuai stress may be modelied by a sudden drop O(iumn, 1981) or with sofiening 



(Goodman, 1976). Nonlinear equations have also been used as shear stress-displacement 

relationships (Kuhaway, 1975). 

Dilatancy may or may not be considered according to the effect it may have on the 

solution. As defined by Plesha (1987), the dilatancy is the tendency of two bodies to 

separate during relative tangential motion because the asperity stdaces of one body slide 

on those of the other. If the diiatancy is constrained, compressive normal stresses will be 

induced on the joint d a c e s .  Dilatancy requues a fùiite tangential displacement to be 

mobilized (Barton et al., 1985). It increases while reaching the peak shear stress and 

decreases in the post-peak range. Dilatancy decreases with increasing normal stress 

(Gerrard, 1986) and a h  decreases with increasing shear displacement in the post-peak 

range (Bandis, 1990). As the joint dilates, the local bearing stress on the asperity 

hcreases and so does the local fiction stress. At once, the energy required to shear 

through the asperity will be smailer than the energy spent to slide over the asperity (Bro, 

1992). 

Dilatancy is hard to measure expenmentally. Very often it is simply neglected. 

However, dilatation plays an important role in water wnductivity of joints. Barton et al. 

(1985) used the concept of dilatation angle, Jr, to predict the joint opening 6.: 

6 .  = &tan W. (2.6) 

The dilatation angle is a function of the rnobilized joint roughness coefficient (JRC). 

In the above models, the peak shear stresses or residual shear stresses are defined in 

relation with the applied normal load using the classical Mohr-Coulomb formula, as in 

Eq42.2). The most recogxized definition of the fiction angle was proposed by Bandis et 

al. (198 1) as: 



where @b is the basic fiction angle (measured on a smooth undamaged surfiace), Jr. is the 

dilatation angle, and SA O is a geometric or Mure wmponent which Sun et al. (1 985) 

considerd as being the fictional resistance produced by Wear. The fiction angle may be 

evaluated using the joint roughness coefficient JRC and joint wall compressive strength 

JCS. Jaeger and Cook (1979) proposed to evduate @ as: 

G e m d  (1986) proposed the following equation for @: 

where & is the angle at shearing through the asperities, and is the average relative 

nonnal stress i.e. the ratio ( a  Ja3 between the applied normal stress ( a 3  and the normal 

stress (of) at which faiiure o m s  through the asperities. Simple hear failure envelopes 

could be enhanced at lower a. by using a nonlinear equation to be in better agreement 

with test results (Ladanyi and Archambault, 1969, and Gerrard, 1986). Sùnilarly, EPRI 

(1992) suggested the use a of bilinear envelope at low o. for wncrete lift joints. 

The shear strength of rock joints is strongly anisotropic (Handanyan et al., 1990). The 

basic fiction angle & is independent of the slidmg direction because it is a material 

property, but the sum (Jlo+S. 7 is direction dependent because it is a surface property. In 

addition, the sum (Io+& 7 is d e  dependent and decreases with increasing joint length 

(Bandis et al., 198 1). The shear strength is also scale dependent (Huang and Doong, 

1990). Therefore laboratory test data may not warrant a conservative design, and a 

method requiring a rnapping of the site into weaker and stronger zones and a statistical 

assessrnent of the measured propertiw should be adopted (Volpe et al., 1991). The 

formula proposed by Lo et al. (1991b), Eq.(2.3), for calculating the joints fiction angle is 

very similar to Bandis et al. (198 1) expression where the sum (JTo+SA 7 would be 

substituted by the roughness angle i. 



Alternatives to the Mohr-Coulomb sliding mode1 may be found in the literahire. 

Oden and Pires (1983) suggested to wnsider the nonlocal and nonhear character of 

fiction. The nonlocal attribute implies that motion at a point of contact (say an asperity) 

wiU ocair when the shear stress at that point reaches a value proportional to a weighted 

measure of the normal stresses in the neighbourhood of the point. The nonlinear attribute 

is a correction to the ngid plastic assumption of Coulomb friction. As a result, Oden and 

Pires (1983) proposed the folfowing expression for the tangential stress, r(6): 

where 5 is the vector of displacements, 6, is the tangential displacement, p is the 

coefficient of fiction, Sp(ui(6)) is nonlocal normal stress distribution function, @E(I 6,I) is 

the nonlinear stress fùnction. 

Oden and Martins (1985) enhanced the previous mode1 by denning the normal and 

tangential stresses in terms of cornpliance: 

where +, +, and m, are matenal properties, 6 .  is the normal displacement, g is the 

initial gap opening, and ()+ is the Macaulay bracket. B a d  on Tolaoi's (1967) work, 

they wnsidered a single coefficient of friction independent of velocity. Ibrahimbegovic 

and Wilson (1989) adopted a sirniiar approach in seismic analysis of gravity dams with 

nonlinear behaviour at the dam foundation contact joint. 



2.3.2 Aggregate interlock models 

The approach adopted in dam engineering up to now has been to exîend what was 

known for rock joints to concrete joints and cracks. Joint surfaces are not perfectiy flat 

due to sufiace prepmtion and cracks may not be necessarily confineci in the joint but 

rather run in the surrounding concrete. Therefore, it is worthwhile to inquire if what is 

known for fully cracked concrete behaviour may be extended to joints. 

Cracked concrete behaviour in shear is dictated by the interaction of aggregates 

bearing against a mortar paste. Cracks run dong aggregates unless these are weaker than 

the cement paste. When the crack is subjected to shear loading, the two faces move 

relative to each other in opposite directions constraining aggregates to bear against 

mortar. Stresses appîied on mortar by an aggregate are a combination of radial stresses 

and filctional stresses. The resultant force is not p d e l  to the crack put rather at an 

angle and this causes the crack to open even more. This dilatation coupled with fiction 

makes tangent crack behaviour dependent on applied Ioad and extemal restraints. 

Reinhardt and Walraven (1982) defined aggregate interlock as the result of an interaction 

between shear displacements and normal displacements on the one hand, and shear 

stresses and normal stresses on the other hand. 

Frictional stresses cannot exia without compressive stresses @Gant and Garnbarova, 

1980). There is not a singie characteristic stress-displacement (stress-slip) relationship for 

aggregate interlock (Divakm et al., 1987). The stress-slip relationship depends on the 

normal loading situations at the crack i.e. whether or not there is some kind of normal 

stitniess which restrauls dilatation, thus increasing the normal stress, thus increasing the 

shear resistance. 

The traditional approach is to express stresses in ternis of displacements as 

onqn(6-6J, and r=1;(6,63 where f, and f; are normal and tangentid Nnction, 

respectively. The staniess formulation may be written as: 



where o. is the stress normal to the crack, r is the shear stress dong the crack, 8 ,  and 6, 

are the normal and tangentid displacements. The s t f i w s  coefficients are derived from 

the f fùnctions: 

This stifniess formulation can be used with any model. The stitfness ma& generated 

by the derivatives of Eq42.13) is in most cases not symmetrical. This causes the principal 

strains and stresses directions not to remain pardel. 

Aggregate interlock models may be divided in two groups (Feenstra et al., 1991a): 

(i) the empirical models, diuectly based on experimmtal data, and (ii) the physical rnodels, 

resulting fiom conceptual work. 

2.3.2.1 Empin'cal models 

They are the result of a correlational work on experimental variables chosen by the 

authors. Fenwick and Paulay (1968) were the first to conduct a detailed experimental 

study on aggregate interlock and to suggest an empirical set of equations. Since then, 

others, e.g. Taylor (1974), Houde and Mirza (1974), Mattock (1974)- Paulay and Loeber 

(1974), Laible et ai. (1977), have also proposed their own models. Baiiant and 

Gambarova (1 980) gathered some of the available experimental data at the tirne to devise 

the rough cracks model (iater improved by Gambarova and Karacoç, 1983). 

Other empirical models have been proposed in the literature: Chen and Schnobrich 

(1981); Reinhardt and Walraven (1982); Divakar et al., (1987); Yoshikawa et al., (1989). 

Among these models, only BaZant and Gambarova (1980) involve the maximum aggregate 



size, D, as a panuneter. Reinhardt and Wairaven (1 982) did not find that D,, had any 

definite effect on the response. Tassios and Vintzéleou (1987) attempted to model the fulI 

response of a crack under cyclic loading. 

Empirical formulations may become quite cornplex. The equations do not have any 

physical sense and the important parameters are usually hidden behind regression 

coefficients. For example, Yoshikawa et al. (1989) involves 20 material constants obtahed 

nom numerical regression. 

2.3.22 Physical models 

Physical models are based on solving for the interaction forces, which may be 

identifieci easily between two idealized crack surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2.8. Some 

researchers assimilate the crack surface to a flat surface disrupted by protruding spherical 

aggregates, others to a creneliated surface, a serrated surface, or a sinusoidal surface. The 

idealkation ends up in formulations gathering relevant surface properties. 

Wahven (198 1) proposed a model (the two-phase model) that became a benchrnark. 

Concrete is considered as being a collection of spherical aggregate particles embedded in a 

mortar matrix (Fig. 2.8a). Bond between aggregate and mortar is the weakest link. In 

addition, aggregates are much stronger than mortar in structural wncrete. The overaii 

crack roughness (the tortuous crack path in mortar) is excluded because it is considered to 

have a minor effect on the response compareci to the roughness caused by aggregates. 

The aggregate size plays a subordhate role in the shear response compared to the grading 

curve. The distance between aggregates causes the resistance mechanism in aggregate 

interlock to be dorninated by plastic deformations in mortar resulting f?om the bearing 

action of aggregates. This explains the proportionality between the shear resistance and 

the mortar strength. Walraven's two-phase model has been extended to reverse cyclic 

loading first by Pniijssers (1988) and then by Walraven (1994). Other physical models 

were proposed in the literature: Riggs and Powell (1986); Skrikenid and Bachmann 

(1 986); Divakar and Fafitis (1 992). 



Fig. 2.8 hkalized crack profiles: a) jht surJace with promrdng aggregates, 
b) creneikàteci, c) serrated, 4 simrsoi&l 

This study of different aggregate interlock models shows that the general 

understanding of shear transfer across cracked concrete surface has evolved signincantly 

in the past twenty years. But even in so called physical models, a great level of empiricism 

is required to match the observed phenomena with numerical tools. 

2.4 Structural models for discontinuities 

There are two approaches for modehg diswntinuities: (i) the continuum approach, 

and (ü) the discrete approach, as show in Fig. 2.9. In continuum approaches, the 

diswntinuity is not modelied as such but rather its effects on the behaviour of the 

continuum are captured somehow. In discrete approaches, the discuntinuity is expiicitly 

included in the finite element mesh. 
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2.4.1 Continuum models - isotmpic formulation 

The traditional way of treating cracks or closely spaced joints in a finite element 

analysis is to use a reduced stiffiiess vardis and Buyukozturk, 1979). Isotropie damage 

mechanics fomializes this simple approach. The stress tensor (a) is uniformly reduced by 

multiplying the linear elastic response by a reduction factor narnely a damage variable. It 

rnay be expressed as: 

where d is the damage variable, [Co] is the elasticity rnatrix of uncracked concrete, (E) is 

the sealli temor (Ghrib and Thwi ,  1994). The darnage variable is computed according 

to the initial state and defonnation history. 

2.4.2 Continuum models - anisotmpic formulation 

Anisotropic models take into account the crack orientation in the determination of the 

constitutive matrices. The following will focus on the dennition of the shear rigidity, for 

more details the reader is referred to Bhattacharjee and Léger (1992) for a thorough 

iiterature review on this topic. 

The basic orthotropic constitutive matrix may be expressed as: 

where directions n and t are the orthotropic directions, vij are the Poisson's ratio, and G, 

is the shear modulus. Parameters H. and Ht correspond to: 



In recent years, research efforts have been rnainly focused on defining the moduli En 

and Et to reproduce crack propagation. Shear response did not receive as much attention. 

Typically, the shear modulus is dehed as Ga=P,G where P, is a shear retention factor 

which accounts for the degradation of the shear modulus due to crack development 

(Suidan and Schnobnch, 1973). 

Bhattacharjee and Léger, (1994) studied crack propagation in wncrete dams using a 

srneareci crack model where the shear retention factor was evaiuated as: 

where q is the ratio between the damaged secant modulus and the initial isotropic elastic 

modulus, and v is the Poisson's ratio. The choice of E. and E~ dictates the type of model: 

if they are the principal strains at all times, the model is said to be coaxial rotating, if they 

are always chosen dong the initial orientation of cracking it is said to be fixed. 

Ghrib and Tinawi (1994) proposed an anisotropic damage mechanics model that 

allows cracking in 2 directions. Damage is captured through the di variables which 

correspond to two perpendicular diiections (i=1,2). The authors introduced a damage 

limit, 6dR, which controls rotation. If a stress-state yields an innease in darnage greater 

than 6dR, the damage direction will be rotated towards the principal stress direction. 

Fixed crack models tend to be biased by the mesh and do not succeed to reproduce rnked 

mode loading situations that cause crack rotation such as in wncrete dams (Ghrib and 

Tinawi, 1994). Rotating crack models are much more efficient in these situations. 

Gajer and hur (1990, 199 1) evaluate the softened shear modulus, G o ,  explicitly as 

a fiindon of the crack opening, w, ushg an aggregate interlock formula based on Divakar 

et al. (1 987) M e a d  of using a shear retention factor. 



In theu crack band model, BaZant and Oh (1983) introduced the concept of 6acture 

energy in a smeared crack model which enhanced the evaluation of the normal stifniess. 

The concept of hcture energy has also been applied to the shear response by definhg a 

shear sofiening m e  similar to the tensile softening curve (Rots and de Borst, 1987). The 

mode II shear softening modulus, D: is related to the uftimate shear stress, su, and the 

mode 11 hcture energy, G:. The stress-fiee crack shear strain, y ,  is calculatecl as the 

stress-& normal stralli, E.: yu=2x~8(r.xh) where h is the finite element characteristic 

length. The elastic shear modulus is assumed to hold until cracking. At onset of cracking, 

the cracked shear stress is assurned to start at zero with a D: shear stifniess. Shear 

stresses will develop upon rctation of the principal stress axes. However, this approach 

has not been developed any fbrther because of the difnculty to define the mode II hcture 

energy . 

Models that gather in a compact fashion the elastic, the crack tensile softening 

response, and the fUy cracked response were proposed by Dahlblom and ûttosen (1990) 

and Gambarova and Valente (1 990). 

The great advantage of continuum models is to enable the prediction of the crack 

propagation with a single finite element mesh. However, at closing, in most models the 

material is assumed to recover its initial elastic properties except in El-Aidi and Hd 

(1989a,b) who studied the seismic response of jointed gravity dams. This shortcornhg 

discourages the use of a continuum formulation for studying joints specidy in dams where 

the objective is not only to study crack propagation in the joint but also to assess global 

sliding/overtuniing stabilïty. 

2.4.3 Discrete models 

2.4.3. lt Interface elements 

In discrete models, the crack or the discontinuity is modeiied explicitly instead of 

being smeared in a aven volume. Discrete models may be used in dEerent contexts: 



(i) dimtly through special joint finite elements i.e. interface elements (gap-elements, zero- 

thickness elements, thin-layer elements), (i) based on theoretical solutions given from 

fiaaure mechanics, or Çi) in a combination of the previous two. 

7 63n23 face B t"6: 
The mathematical derivation of 

t v' 
, interfice elements is similar to standard 3pe61 I L - - - +  6 4. finite elements derivation. An interface 

t Cs 
element is shown in Fig. 2.10. The vector 

1' face A 2' 
of nodal displacements is (a)={& '. ... 

Fig. 2.1 O Joint interface eternent 6 6 lt . 6 .  If the followhg constitutive 

matrix [q, where the couphg tems are set to zero just like in Goodman et ai. (1968), is 

adopted: 

the stifniess matrix of the whole element, assuming linear interpolation functions, yields: 

where b is the out of plane thickness, I is the element length. Now, if instead of 

considering the displacement fields dong the element length, the nodal displacements were 

considered to represent a certain tributary area, A. The stiffness matrix would be: 



- 
k, O 4, O O 

O k, O -km O 

-ka O k, O O 

O 4, O k, O 

O O O O k ,  

0 0 0 0 0  

O O O 0 4 ,  

0 0 0 0 0  

It is obvious in Eq.(2.20), that forces at nodes 2 and 4 are independent from the 

displacements at nodes 1 and 3. Thus there is no coupling between nodal pairs dong the 

intenace element. This derivation is equivalent to using gap elements. Therefore a single 

derivation gathers both types of elements which are devised according to the interpolation 

fbnction adopted. 

If a thickness is assignecl to the joint element, a strain vector can be defined by simply 

dividing the relative displacements by the thickness. That is the thin-layer element 

(Ghaboussi et al. 1973). A thin-layer element is a standard element with a reduced 

thickness. The constitutive matrix is the isotropic plane stress or plane strain elasticity 

matrix where the foiiowing joint properties would be substituted for the elastic modulus, 

E, and the shear modulus, G: 

where hpis the element thickness, and v is Poisson's ratio. The local stifniess matrix of 

the interface, [a, comecting local stresses to local strains is: 



[CI(E) = 

The matenal properties presented in Eq. (2.21) used in the constitutive matrix of a 4-node 

isoparametric element enable the element to behave as an interface element. As the 

thickness to length ratio, hr/l, is reduced, the thin-layer element behaviour converges to 

the zero-thickness element behaviour. The zero-thickness element may be considered as a 

lirnit state of the thin-layer element. 

To enhance the prediction of the thin-layer element, the elastic modulus in the 

direction which is parallel to the interface, &, was set to zero by Sharma and Desai 

(1992). This process reduces the effkct of the element thickness on the convergence of 

the element (Hohberg, 1992). 

Using a th-layer element is closer to the physics of a problem where a certain layer 

of material is mobilized by sliding. 

2.4.3.2 Fracture mechanks 

Fracture mechanics theory applies to crack propagation and not to crack initiation; it 

requues a crack to exist a priori. It is now cornmon practice in concrete dams to assume 

debonding at a wnstmction joint for justifying the existence of the crack used to start 

fiacture mechanics calculations (Linsbauer, 1985). 

Classical linear elastic hcture mechanics (LEFM) requires theoretical solutions for 

the stress intensity factors of the section. Tabulated solutions do exist for typical dam 

cross sections (Lhsbauer, 1 985). However, these solutions, available for static loadings, 

may not be usefbl for generalized loadings such as earthquakes. Nevertheless, combining 

the finite elements method with hcture mechanics theory enables one to analyze diierent 

cross sections under different loadings. The crack or joint is modelled explicitly, and 

stress intensity factors are calailateci at the crack tip using the contour integral for 



instance. The finite element mesh rnay be modifiecl in the course of the analysis to capture 

the changes occuning in the material, an approach known as the adaptative mesh 

technique. Arnong adaptive mesh techniques, one approach would be to halve the next 

cracked element by introducing an interface element (Gerstle et Xie, 1992). A more 

wmpiicated technique to foliow crack propagation wîth singular elements, as used in 

LEFM, was presented by Tasdemir et al. (1990). 

Shear stresses along the crack may be capnired by concentrated forces at the nodes 

along the crack profile. Considerhg shear stresses Tasdemir et al. (1990). could enhance 

predictions on crack profiles in mixed modes. However, great numerical difnculties are 

associated with this adaptative remeshing technique which rnay be tirne consuming 

specially under seismic loading. In certain situations, the crack profile and its position may 

be known in advance from test resuits or field observations or even approximated easiiy 

fkom test res~ilts, experience, or intuition. An interesting alternative would be to position 

interface elements dong the expected crack profile, and to activate these elements as the 

crack propagates. 

This idea has been used by Feenstra et ai. (199 14b). They dehed three states 

(similar to Gambarova and Valente, 1990): (i) the hear elastic state [W. (Ü) the 

development state (initiation and development of the discrete crack) [Dl*], and (iii) the 

open crack state [ h l .  The constitutive matrices for the dinerent states may be written 

as: 



where hqis the interface height, n and t are the normal and tangentid directions (dong the 

crack). Feenstra et al. (1991a,b) used this appmach to study the stability of diierent 

aggregate interlock models. 

It is thus possible to combine nonlinear hcture mechanics, which is already very 

efficient in wncrete, with i n t e  elernents. This seems to be the moa promising 

approach to mode1 joint problems and planes of weakness in wncrete dams. 

2.5 Past investigations of the structural response of jointed 

dam-foundation systems 

Situations that involve adhesive joints or similar weak planes arise quite often in dam 

engineering besides the explicit study of lift joints and construction joints. Retrofming a 

cracked dam requires a stability analysis of the cracked plane. Raising of an existing dam 

requires a study of the stress state at the interface between old and new concrete to assess 

or not the monolithic behaviour of the new structure. Even stress transfer between 

vertical construction joints may be a concem. DEerent structurai analysis methods, with 

the required input parameters and computed output responses, are illustrated in Fig. 2.1 1. 

2.5.1 Classical methad 

The classical way of investigating threat to safety at a plane of weakness is to perfonn 

a stability d y s i s .  The sliding de ty  factor (SSF) is computed as: 

(w-Q,-U+ F&+ =,A 
SSF = 

Q H + Q w + H  

where W is the dam weight, Qv is the concrete vertical inertia force, U is the uplift 

thrust at the plane being investigated, Fp is the prestressing force, if any, p is the 

coefficient of friction, t, is the cohesion, A is the cohesive am,  QH is the wncrete 

horizontal inertia force, QM is the added inertia force to represent dam-resewoir 



hydrodynarnic interaction, and H is the hydrostatic thrust. CDSA (1995) for instance 

requires a siidhg d e t y  factor SSF=1.0 for residual sliding conditions (r,=û), and 

SSF=l. 1 for peak süding conditions for the earthquake safety evaluation of dam i.e. non- 

zero cohesion ifs, and p are supporteci by experimental results, and SSF4.3, if not. 

Equation (2.24) is usuaiiy appiied sequentidy over the dam's height dong potential 

M u r e  planes assumed to be horizontal. However, the historical fdure of the Bouzey 

masonry dam in Fmce has indicated that even though the rupture surface was horizontal 

near the upstream side, it curved downwards near the downstream side. Therefore the 

possibility of diagonal shear cracks propagating fiom the end of horizontal cracks should 

be considered in assessing the stability of conmete dams (ANCOLD, 1991). Moreover, it 

can be expected that more than one crack (joint) rnight be competing simultaneously to 

propagate within the dam. Curviluiear fdure surfaces and sirnultaneous crack 

propagation are usually not considered in simplified analysis using Eq.(2.24). 

The Val de la Mare Dam (UK., 30m), iiiustrated in Fig. 2.1 2% is an example of a dam 

suffiring from AAR with numerous damaged üft joints analysed using the classical 

approach (Horswül et al. 1994). Assurning zero cohesion and a Wction angle of 3S0, under 

the "Maximum Credible Earihquake MCE" with accelerations of 0.2g h o ~ o n t d  and O. 1 g 

vertical, and assuming a linear upW pressure distribution between the upstream face and 

the downstream face, the safety factors were found to be slightiy below unity if drainage 

was not operational. Sâfety factors were raised by using the uplift pressure values 

measured on site dong lift joints. 

For static load cases, the computation of joints sliding safety factors is 

araightfonvard but for earthquake loading, the determination of inertia forces is not that 

simpie. Singhal and Nuss (1991) employed two dif5erent methods for the stability 

assesment of a retrofit scheme to irnprove debonded lift joints at Stewart Mountain arch 

dam (USA, 65 m). First, they performed a linear elastic f i t e  element anaiysis of the dam 

by a modal-superposition the-history method considering any weak plane as being 

bonded. 
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Then, they extracted the inertia forces of conaete using two difFerent methods: (i) the 

displacement x stifniess method @SM), and Cu) the mass x acceleration method (MAM). 

For the DSM, they simply took the dispIacements at the end of selected time steps and 

multiplied by the stifniess rnatrix to get the forces. For the MAM, the nodal accelerations 

at predetermined locations (say between two weak planes) are multiplied by the masses 

above that location. MAM is considered as an approximate check of the DSM. 

Ahrnadi and Khoshrang (1992) adopted a similar approach to verify the adequacy of 

the retroMted top section of the Sefïdnid buttress dam Oran, 106m) iilustnited in 

Fig. 2.12b. This dam suffied severe cracking at the top lift joint locations due to a 

magnitude 7.6 earthquake (Indermaw et al. 1991). Ahmadi and Khoshrang (1992) fust 

conducted a hear tirne-history analysis of the retrofitted dam including the prestresshg 

tendons. They made sure that the tensile stresses were not greater than the tensile 

strength of both the tendons and the concrete. Then, they perfomed a local stability 

andysis on the retrofitted section (top part). The concrete inertia force at the centroid of 

the top block was computed fkom the maximum absolute horizontal acceleration obtained 

at that location during the global analysis. In the procedure adopted by Singhal and Nuss 

(1991) and by Ahrnadi and Khoshrang (1992) it is assumed that the joint wiU never be 

subjected to tension. 

Fan and Sled (1992) in the seismic safety evaluation of Cleveland gravity dam 

(Canada, 100 m), where 3D restraints provided by canyon walls are important, considered 

the equivdent tensile strength at Mt joints to be lh those in main concrete. They used the 

results of 3D and 2D hear elastic finite element analyses to estimate the depth of crack 

penetration from the upstrearn &ce. The uncracked portion is assumed to resist the post- 

earthquake loads. They adopted a Mohr-Coulomb mode1 with a Gnction angle of 4 5 O ,  and 

a cohesion of 0.35 MPa. This approach does provide a rational assessment of the post- 

earthquake resistance of the dam, but the earthquake resistance assessment relies on the 

judgement of the anaiyst who will determine if the stress levels reached in the ünear 

dynarnic analysis are acceptable or not. 



drain 

m-. lift joints 

(a) Val de la Mare Dam 
(adapted from Horswill et al. 1994) 

(c) Retrofihg of the Koyna dam. 
interface between old and new coucrete 
(adapted from Pande et al. 1979) 

(e) Effect of joints on dam response 
(adapted h m  El- Aidi and Hall, 1 989b) 

(b) Cracking at Sefidrud dam aAer 
1 990 Manj il earthquake 
(adapted h m  Iadermaur et al. 199 1) 

crack -* 

(d) Crack stepping h m  lift joint to iift joint 
(adapted fkom Orekhov et ai. 1989) 

(f) Smeared crack analysis combined with 
discrete interface elements 
(adapted h m  Oliver et al. 1988) 

Fig. 2.12 h s  ana&sed or rettoptted ut l@ joinr~. 



Stress transfer between old and new concrete Li a raised dam is always investigated 

with attention. There was a question on that particular topic at the 1979 ICOLD 

Congres in New Delhi (Question 48). The inte* joint is usually parallel to the 

downstream face. In this case, it is usud practice to conduct a linear elastic h i t e  element 

analysis and then to check if tende stresses occur in the nonnal direction to the interface 

(Chavarri et al. 1979, Hollingworth and Dniyts, 1979, Uchida and Higashigawa, 1979). 

2.5.2 Joint elements 

The obvious approach to extend a simple linear elastic nnite element analysis to 

consider structural planes of weaknesses is to use joint elements. Surprkingly, gap- 

Wction elements have not been used very ofken for modebg lift joints in concrete dams. 

Bhatti et al. (1994) have used s p ~ g  elements to model the lift joints of a detenorated arch 

dam. Pande et ai. (1979) adopted thin-layer interface elements to model the construction 

joint between the Koyna Dam original concrete and the buttresses built to reinforce the 

dam afler the 1 967 earthquake (see Fig. 2.12~). The buttresses were built Ieaving a gap 

between the old and the new concrete to be grouted later. Pande and his colleagues 

(1979) modelled the gap material as an elasto-plastic matenal with whesion. The 

parameten adopted for the dynamic analysis were: r,=2.8 MPa, -S0, E,,=2800 MPa 

(so low to account for shrinkage and creep effkcts), &=28000 MPa, and C=20% of 

critical damping. This damping coefficient is extremely high compared to similar studies 

and no arguments were given to just* such a high value. They concluded that it is 

extremely important to have the buttress fiilly bonded to the original dam for the 

effectiveness of the retrofit and to avoid out of phase vibrations of the dam and buttress. 

Léger and Katsouli (1989) adopted gap-fiction elements for conducting a parametric 

study with nonlinear behaviour at the concrete/rock interface for a 90 m dam. They 

investigated the dyn8mjc siiding safety factors and residuai sliding displacements, they 

suggested the percentage of base not in contact at one instant in tirne during the design 

earthquake, as an important limit state. 



Ahrnadi and Khoshrang (1992) and Ahmadi et ai. (1992) adopted 8-node interface 

elements to mode1 the discrete crack formed in the Sefidrud buttress dam (Fig. 2.12b). 

They adopted 5% darnping, tensile strength of 1.1  MPa at discrete crack location and base 

joint, a normal and shear stifhess of ZOO G P h  and 16 GPalm, respectively. Their 

shulations predicted cracking would occur at the base not at the actual location that 

occurred during the earthquake. 

Dowling and Hall (1989) in seisrnic analyses of arch dams positioned their own 

special joint element between the vertical planes of sheil elements to reproduce the 

contraction joints and also between horizontal planes. These horizontal planes represented 

locations where cantilever cracking was constrained to ocair as first suggested by the 

vertical orientation of contraction joints and secondly by possible weakness along lifl 

joints. No slip was allowed to occur. The cracking predicted in their numerical analyses 

is such that they expect the no-slip assumption to be violated. 

Xia et al. (1979) studied the advantages and inwnvenience of vertical and diagonal 

construction joints in concrete gravity dams. They observeci that above 40% of contact 

along the vertical of diagonal joint, the dam behaviour approaches the fùlly grouted 

behaviour. They noted that a dam with a diagonal joint under the dead load and water 

load, will have a stress distribution dong the base very close to that of a monolithic 

section. The dead load acting along the diagonal joint wiil prevent it to open, thus 

grouthg is not necessary for diagonal joints. In conclusion, they consider diagonal joints 

to be preferable to vertical joints. 

Khrapkov et al. (1989) investigated the e f f i s  of construction joints in a s idar  

fashion but using the Lagrange multipiiers method. They observed that considering 

(i) joint opening, @) loading and construction stages, as weU as (6) temperature effects 

during construction, results in a stress state which is totally dEerent than the one of a dam 

calculated as a monotith and Ioaded at once. They noted that very often the construction 

joints do not need to be grouted. 



Orekhov et al. (1989) snidied the effect of diagonal construction joints on the stress 

distribution using the Goodman et al. (1968) joint elernent. In a previous study. Orekhov 

et al. (1986) built plaster models of a buttress dam with a powerhouse on its downstrearn 

face. They were separated by a vertical joint. The authon could masure tende stresses 

on the upstream side and on the downstream side of ungrouted joints in the buttresses. 

The stress distributions were enhanceci by providing good quality grout, and by making 

these joints inclineci toward downstream face. Grouthg of the vertical joint had very little 

effécts on the stress distribution but grouting Uicreased the global bearing capacity at 

Mure. 

2-53 Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 

Orekhov et ai. (1989) also used linear elastic fiacture mechanics to study crack 

propagation through a concrete dam with weakened horizontal joints. The fiacture 

toughness of concrete was taken as Kk=800 k N ~ m ~ ~ ,  while the hcture toughness of 

weakened horizontal joints was set at K&00 kPI/rn3! They predicted that a crack 

initiated in a joint would eventuaily be deflected in the m a s  concrete. If the crack was to 

meet another joint on its way to the foundation it would be trapped in the joint for a 

certain length and then would be deflected out again as illustrated in Fig. 2.12d. 

2.5.4 Discrete crack models 

It is quite surprishg to realize that discrete crack models have not been used to model 

lia joints or construction joints. Skrikerud and Bachmann (1986). developed a model 

using 4-node interface elements which are introduced within cracked elements to model 

the crack. They considered the fnaional resistance at the crack during opening using a 

reverse cyclic aggregate interlock model and stuclied the Kopa  Dam. Upon crack 

closing, elastic properties are recovered. They found that aggregate interlock has little 

efféct on the response. Feltrin et al. (1990) enhanced Skrikerud and Bachmann (1986) 

mode1 by introducing the concept of Eracture energy. They observed that smoother 



aggregate interlock properties lead to fiirther cracking, in other words crack roughness 

restrains cracking. 

Ayari and Saouma (1990) developed the discrete crack approach using lmear elastic 

hcture mechanics. The crack propagates according to an empirical crack propagation 

function. However, upon closing, concrete elastic properties are recovered at the crack. 

2.5.5 Smeared crack models 

Explici? modelling of deteriorated iift joints has been attempted by Ghrib and Tinawi 

(1994). Lift joints were considered as zones of reduced elastic properties. This study 

provides Uiformation on the dam response due to an earlier crack opening at joint 

locations but it does not assess the stability because the elastic properties are recovered 

upon joint closing. 

El-Aidi and Hall (1989qb) have modeiled the effect of pre-existing cracks or 1% 

joints using a smeared crack approach (see Fig. 2.12e). They considered the crack to be 

acting in compression by using a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion to limit the shear stresses 

transmitted at the crack. The initial shear modulus being used in the tangent constitutive 

ma& iterations are required duMg slidmg. They analyzed Pine Flat gravity dam ( U S 4  

122 m) with the following properties for plain concrete: ~ 4 . 7 5  (e36 .97 ,  ft=600 psi 

(4.14 MPa), Kk=2000 1bfi11~~ (2200 k ~ ~ r n ~ ~ ) .  The üft joint properties were assumed to be 

half those of plain concrete: fl=300 psi (2.07 MPa), Kp1000 ~ b f r n ~ ~  (1 100 k ~ / m ~ ~ ) .  

Cracking was only allowed at the joint. They observed that the crack wanted to deviate 

downwards in mass concrete once it reached the interior of the dam. This indicates that 

lift joints should be much weaker than the surrounding concrete to fuiiy contain the crack. 

The approach of combining the smeared crack method with interface elements has 

been applied to rnasonry walls by Lotfi and Shing (1994), and to concrete gravity dams by 

Oliver et al. (1988). The constitutive models used were as proposed by Carol and Alonso 

(1983). Oliver et al. (1988) analyzed a 79 m high gravity dam where a vertical 

construction joint was provided, extending nom a drainage galiery located at a third of the 



total height 6om the top, to an horizontal joint at a third of the total height from the 

bottom (see Fig. 2.12f). They managed to get a very good agreement with displacements 

measured at the site. 

Obviously, a jointed dam does not behave as a monolith. An analysis where joints are 

modelied explicitly can reveal very useful Uiformation particularly in relation to structural 

behaviour and fdure mechanism under severe loading. This may reduce the cost of 

construction by an optimization of the grouting operation (grout would be provided only 

where need be) and optimization of strengtheningrehabilitation measures. 

2.6 Conclusions 

A review of the structural analysis of jointed concrete dams has been presented in this 

chapter. The emphasis was put on Mt joints. Concrete joints are planes of weakness in an 

othenvise monolithic structure because joints have about haIf' the resistance of monolithic 

concrete. Mohr-Coulomb fdure criterion is generally adopted to represent joint 

behaviour even though other constitutive models could be well suited for the joint 

problem. As a result, Moht-Coulomb parameters (7, @) measured for existing dams have 

been widely reported in the literature. 

It appears that very linle has been done on the seismic response of jointed dams with 

thorough assessrnent of sliding. Hence promising approaches could be identified for 

s o l h g  joint problems in dams. Non-classical friction models enable one to reproduce 

various nonlinear stress-displacement relationships as weii as  the simple Mohr-Coulomb 

relatiowhip. Interface elements such as the zero-thickness element can be coupled with 

hcture mechanics principles to sirnulate crack propagation along a predefined joint while 

retaining the capability to follow crack trajectory deflecting within the concrete mass. 

However, these approaches should be validated for their reliability and efficiency in the 

context of structural analysis of jointed dams. 



There is a pressing need for experimental results to vaiidate numencal models. The 

use of simple static shear test results in dynamics studies is debatable. Friction properties 

could be S i e d  by the fkequency content, the auxleration, velocity, or joint degradation 

due to loadiig cycles. However, the global response of the dam wiii not be affecteci in the 

same way as a single joint segment by variations of these joint parameters. A valuable 

contribution would be to identw which joint modehg parameten are worth studying 

thoroughly . 



CHAPTER 3 

Experimental programme 

3.1 Introduction 

The first objective of the experimental programme was to provide experimental 

results to validate the numencal models of concrete to concrete and concrete lift joints 

dynamic siiding. The second objective was to estabiish a relationship between static shear 

strength test results and dynarnic shear strength responses. The third one was to study the 

e f f '  of the fiequency content on the dynamic siidmg charactenstics. 

In this chapter, the test specimens are described and the material properties are given. 

Also, the test setup, which was used to load the specimens, and the instrumentation used 

during testing, are described. Finally, the experimental procedure is explained. 

3.2 Test specimens 

The foliowing experimental variables were investigated: (i) the joint surface 

p reparation, (ü) the fiequency content of the irnposed sliding displacements and (iü) the 

normal load acting on the joint surfaces. The specimens (Fig. 3.1) and the experimental 

setup (Fig. 3.2) were designed for applying a direct shear load dong the joint plane for a 

given normal load. 

3.2.1 Description 

The specimens were divided in four series according to the surface preparation. Four 

specimens without any joint were cast monolithically (Senes H). The lift joint specimens 

(Series R and Senes F) were cast in two pours, the second haif of the specirnen being 

poured three days after the fist haK Arnong the lift joint specirnens, five had their lift 

surfaces waterblasted six hours after the pour (Senes R). The other five specimens had 

theu Lüt surfaces left untreated except being kept wet (Series F). In the last series, four 



specimens with joints formed by two independent plane surfaces were tested (Series D). 

No reinforcement was provided across the joints. 

o l i  b a r s  Ml0 VIEW A-A 

Fig. 3.1 Spcimen geomeby. 

A total of 18 specimens with joint surfaces of 0.250 m x 0.500 m were tested. 

Figure 3.1 shows the specimen geometry. The contact surface will vw during the test 

due to the displacement of the top haK on the bottom haK As a result, the maximum 

variation of the confinement pressure, M%, is wnsidered as negiigible. 

3.2.2 Material properües 

The concrete mix had a water to cernent ratio of 0.70. Type Ill cernent was used. 

The aggregates were crushed hestone with a maximum aggregate size of 20 mm. The 

specimens were kept 100% humid until testing (ref Table 3.1). 

Standard cytinder tests, 1 S O m  in diameter and 300 mm in height, indicated an 

average compressive strength, f, of 27.9 M'a ,  the average modulus of elasticity, Ec, 

reached 31484 MEb, and Poisson's ratio, v, was found to be 0.2. Split cyiinder tests on 

standard cylinders (diameter of 150 mm, length of 300 mm) indicated a splittuig tende 

strength, f, of 2.7 MPa. Four-point bendmg tests on 75x100~400 mm long standard 

pnsms showed a modulus of rupture,J, of 3 -98 MPa (ref Table 3.2). 
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Fig. 3.2 Tesl serup. 



Table 3.1 Concreie mir, 
1 

Coarse Aweçate (D-=20mm) ! Lirnestone (Canada) 

F i n a e g a t e  - Sand fiom Joüette (Canada) 

Type III Cernent 

Storage conditions 
Humidity 

230 kg/rn3 

Water to cernent ratio 

Temperature 1 24°C 

0.70 

3.2.3 Surface preparation 

Table 3.2 Me~nrred material properties. 

Five specirnens had the iift surface waterblasted. A 2000 psi wate j e t  machine was 

used for the surface preparation as shown in Fig. 3.3. A series of waterblasting tests 

indicated that, for the concrete mix used here, six hours of cure were sufficient to get an 

efficient waterblasting, which is achieved when laitance is removed, and aggregates are 

sitting firmly in the paste. 

No. of samples I 

21 

7 

Properties 

f c ('MW 

& @Pa) 

Maximum 

32.6 

34049 

Minimum 

19.4 

29014 

Average 

27.9 

3 1484 

f ma) 

6 mfh) 

fi @ma) 

v 

3 -49 

2.27 

4.67 

0.22 

1.89 

1.23 

3.15 

O. 17 

2.72 

1.77 

3.98 

0.20 

20 

20 

19 

7 



Fig. 3.3 Suvace prepuration: equipment mtdproceart'e. 



Figure 3.4 shows the ciifference between the waterblasted 

surfkce &er three days of cure just before the second pour. 

d a c e  and the untreated 

Fig. 3.4 SMface prepmaton: (a) untreated sur/ce, fi) wuterblasted surface 

3.3 Test setup 

3.3.1 Loading frame 

nie  test setup is shown in Fig.3.2. The objective was to have the upper haif of the 

specimen sliding on the bottom h a .  The applied shear force is aligned with the sliding 

plane to avoid any moment to be induced in the sehip. Due to specimen roughness, the 

upper haif specimen will move upwards however. since that displacement is very smd, the 

resdting eccentricity is considered to be negligible. This shear force is applied through the 

controiied achiator of the adjacent shaking table. The normal load is applied by an 

actuator sitting on rollers to d o w  the upper block to move fkely with respect to the 

upper part of the actuator. A spMg box was of (stifFness=2.5 N/m) inserted between the 



actuator and the ngid beam to aüow upward movements of the upper block. 

3.3.2 Instrumentation 

Instrumentation is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Data was not filtered. Nomal and tangential 

relative displacements were measured between the upper and lower blocks using iinear 

variable differential transfomers (LVDT). Normal and tangential accelerations were 

monitored by accelerometers. The applied shear force was measured on the rigid link 

Fig. 3.5 Ill~trumentation: (0 L VD T. (2) accelerometer, 
iwdcell to rneasirre no& la& (Y) lOadceII to 

between the shaking table and 

the upper block. A pressure 

transducer on the vertical 

actuator was used to monitor 

the applied normal load. The 

instruments were read at a 

sample rate of 20 Hz for the 

static tests. For the dynamic 

tests, it was 200 Hz which is a 

compromise between the 

volume of data and storage.. 

3.4 Procedure 

3.4.1 Static shear strength tests 

The test procedure is iliustnited in Fig. 3 -6. At first, five specimens (two monolithic 

(H), one waterblasted joint (R), and two untreated joints O) were subjected to static 

shear tests by applying a shear load but no normal load using the setup shown in Fig. 3.2. 

These tests were intended for measuring the joint whesion. From these five specimens, 

only the two untreated joints could be subjected to slidmg Eriction tests since these shear 

tests resulted in curved crack profiles for the other three specimens. 
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Fig. 3 -6 Test procedure 



3.4.2 Bending tests 

To create a sliding plane, nine specimens were subjected to three-point bending tests: 

two monolithic specimens, four waterblasted joints, and three untreated joints. The 

specirnens were laid on the side to induce cracking in the joints (see Fig. 3.7). The 

monolithic and waterblasted joints specimens were notched before testing with a 25 mm 

notch at the beginnuig and a 25 mm notch at the end of the expected cracking plane. 

these cracked specirnens were then tested in sliding friction. 

Fig. 3.7 Bendmgtestssetup 

Bending tests generate cracks in mode 1. Cracks appear in dams because of a builci 

of tensile stsresses that ought to be nleased. These tensile stresses Mght be caused 

foundation movements, temperature gradients, geometrical irregularities, and restraints. In 

general, cracks in dams are mode 1 cracks. 



3.4.3 Static and dynamic sliding friction tests 

Sliding fiction tests were performed in three steps. First, the predynamic static 

sliding fiction envelope was obtained by subjecting the upper block to a complete 

forward-backward displacement cycle at a prescribed normal load level. This process was 

repeated for 6 normal load levels (see Fig. 3.6141): 100 kPa, 250 kPa, 500 kPa, 1000 kPa, 

1500 kPa, and 2000 kPa Dynamic displacement cycles were then imposed to the 

specimen. At a prescribed n o d  load level, 10 cycles at 2 Hz were imposed, a pause, 

then 10 cycles at 7 Hz, another pause, and findy 2 cycles at 2 Hz. Dynamic tests were 

repeated at 4 nomial load levels (see Fig. 3.6[5]): 100 kPa, 500 kPa, 1000 kPa, and 

1500 kPa The experiments on a specimen were concludeci by repeating the static sliding 

fiction envelope sequence to get the postdynamic static sliding fiction envelope (see Fig. 

3.6[6]). 

The excitation fiequencies were chosen to represent the frequency content of 

earthquakes according to the location in Canada. In eastem Canada, earthquakes have 

higher fiequencies ( a s s u d  here to be 7 Hz) than earthquakes in western CanadaJZHz). 

3.5 Summary 

Eighteen specirnens were tested. Four specimens were monolithic, five had a 

waterblasted joint sufiace, five had untreated joint surfaces, and four were flat independent 

plane concrete surfaces. Cohesion and bending resistance were measured. The static 

sliding m i o n  predynamic, dynamic and postdynamic envelopes were obtained by 

subjecting the specimens to complete displacement cycles at given normal load levels, that 

were incremented. 



CHAPTER 4 

Experimental results and discussions 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, static shear strength results are first presented. Bending tests that 

served to generate crack profles for the sliding fktion tests are aiso presented. The bulk 

of this chapter wvers the Wction tests that were the primary object of the test programme. 

Thorough description is given and key concepts raised by the tests are discussed. 

4.2 Static shear strength 

4.2.1 Experimental rasponse 

Five specirnens were subjected to static shear tests. The results are given in Table 

4.1. Untreated joints broke while behg put in place. This indicates a very low cohesion, 

in the order of 25 kPa The waterblasted joint specimens and the monolithic specimens 

resisted to the maximum capacity of the shaking table, an applied shear force of 250 kN 

that corresponds to a cohesion of 2000 kPa. An additional shear force coupled with the 

shaking table was applied through an actuator at a 125 mm vertical offset from the joint 

plane. The combined forces induced a sudden brittle failure. The crack did not propagate 

dong the waterblasted joint. It penetrated the parent material at about 45" to the 

horizontal. 

4.2.2 Discussion 

The effect of surface preparation on cohesion is indubitable. Waterblasted joint 

specimens behaved like monolithic specimens while untreated joint specirnens barely 

showed any cohesive resistance. The CDSA guidelines (1995) suggests to use 50% of 

0 . 1 7 E  for the cohesion at a lift joint location. The tests show that joint preparation has 



an effect on whesion such that waterblasted joint cohesion is comparable to that of 

Tab 1 e 4.1 Pure sheor test resuits 

I specimens 

Untreated FJ1 

Monolithic cracked PlRa 250 >2000 
I 

Untreated FJ2 
L 

1 Monolithic cracked Hl 1 250 1 >2000 1 

=3 

4.3 Bending tests 

=25 

=3 

4.3.4 Experimental response 

Table 4.2 shows the three-point bendimg t 

=25 
1 

est .s that were us ed to produce nearl 

horizontal cracks dong the joint interfaces. The moduli of rupture of the specimens are 

quite high compared to the measuredf, values of 3.98 MPa obtained from standard tests. 

This is due to the span to depth ratio that was l es  than 2 (450 mm-span and 200 mm or 

250 mm-depth). However, series results can be compared to each other. The 

waterblested joints reached 82% of the average monolithic specimens modulus of rupture 

while the untreated joints reached 45% of the monolithic moduius of rupture. 

The waterblasted specimens and monolithic specimens had a notch to initiate the 

crack and a notch to end the crack. The notches were effive because the flexurd 

cracks ran flat f?om notch to notch. The untreateû joint specimens had no notch. 

Nonetheless, the flexural cracks initiatecl and propagated dong the untreated joint. 



4.3.2 Discussion 

These results are in agreement with results on wedge splitting tende strength tests 

(see Fig. 2.3) that were camied in similar studies on concrete joint specimens (Saouma et 

ai. 1991; Tschegg et al. 1993). Even the CDSA guidelines (1995) suggest to use 50% of 

monolithic concrete bending strength for any type of joint. The waterblasted joint 

specimens are rather on the higher side of resistance. 

Table 4.2 Bending test resuk 
t I I 

(kW (mm) (MPa) 
1 I 

Untreated FJ3 1 136 1 250 1 5.03 I 
Untreated FJ4 1 111 1 2 5 0  ( 4 . 1 0  ( 3 . 9 1  

Untreated FJS 1 71 1 250 1 2.62 1 

Waterblasted RJ4 1 101 1 200 1 5.83 1 7.21 

Waterblasted RJ3 

Monolithic cracked H3 1 163 1 200 1 9.41 1 

169 

Monolithic cracked H2 

where P is the appiied normal load, h is the depth, and f, is the modulus of mpture. 

4.4 Friction tests 

4.4.1 Experimental static sliding friction responses 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the static siiding fiction behaviour of the diierent types of 

specimens subjected to normal stress, a,,, of 100 kPa and 1500 kPa. The coefficient of 

fiction was cdculated as: 

T 
p, = -=tan+, 

N 

200 

142 

where 

9.76 

200 
- 

8.20 8.80 



N =  the measured nonnal force, 
T = the mea~ufed shear force, 

= fiction codncient (ratio of measured normal force to measured shear force), 
$, = wmspondïmg fiction angle of the ratio of measured normal to shear forces. 

Figure 4.l(a) shows the typical responses of two flat independent wncrete surfaces. 

The fiction coefficient varies fiom a positive value to a negative value as the applied shear 

force is reversed; a convention adopted uistead of using the absolute values of T and N to 

illustrate the hysteresis loops. The response was rigid-plastic up to a nonnal stress of 

500 kPa. At 1000 kPa, the specimens tumed to a stick-slip type of response. This stick- 

slip is not believed to be a matenal attribute but rather caused by the brutal decrease in 

resistance to movement, when large shear stresses are applied, which is so sudden that the 

displacement control system of the shaking table has no t h e  to stabilise the sliding 

response. 

At low normal stress (a. < 500 ma), untreated joint specimens generaily exhibiteci a 

peak strength, folowed by a slight decrease in strength and a residual plateau. As 

illustrateci in Fig. 4. I@), some specimens required a certain shear displacement to mobilite 

the peak strength. At high normal stress (o. > 500 kPa), the response was rigid-plastic. 

Waterblasted joint specimens and crac ked mono lithic specimens behaved sVNlarly 

(see Fig. 4.l(c,d)). Under low normal stress (o. < 500 Wa), the specimen reached the 

peak strength with a ünear stifniess. It was followed by an exponential unloading that 

ends up on a residual strength plateau. The dflerence between the peak and the residual 

strength is decreasing with increasing normal stress. At high normal stress (o. > 500 kPa), 

the response was rather rigid plastic. At any stress level, the half cycle backward 

displacement to the initiai position required a lower applied shear force than the initial half 

cycle forward displacement. This was also obsewed for the untreated joint specimens. 

However, the Merence between the forward applied shear stress and the backward 

appiîed shear stress was smailer for untreated joint specimens than for waterblasted and 

mcked rnonoiithic specimens. 



(d) Monolthic cracked M 
' 

shear disp. (mm) 

Fig. 4.1 Experimentul slafrslafrc slidngjnction reqome 



4.4.2 Experimental dynamic sliding friction responses 

Figure 4.2 shows typical hysteresis loops at 2 Hz of the various types of specimens. 

The displacements evolve in a clockwise manner on the loops. That i s  for positive fiction 

coefficients the displacements v&ed from negative values to positive values, and for 

negative Wction coefficients the displacements varied nom positive vaiues to negative 

vaiues. The responses at low n o d  stress level appears to be oscülating because the 

electronic noise on the instrumentation was signifiant at low stress level. The coefficient 

of fiction being the ratio of two measured values, the noise was thus amplined. Post- 

digital filterhg was not performed for a single reason: the filtering of aii channels and tests 

was not worth the effort since only the average measured fiction coefficient was 

considered in the discussions and denvations of the dynamic test results. 

The striking feature of the measured hysteresis loops is their stability. The responses 

do not degrade with the number of cycles even, after 20 cycles at a given stress level. With 

the introduction of sudiace preparation, the dynarnic responses appear to evolve from pure 

ngid plastic behaviour Le. rectangular loops for flat independent surfaces [Fig. 4.2 (a) and 

@)] to rigid hardening behaviour i.e. paralleIogram loops for monolithic cracked 

specimens Fig. 4.2 (g) and (h)]. The area enclosed by the loops aiso indicate the ability 

of wncrete-wncrete joints to dissipate a significant amount of energy by Wction. 

Among the other interesthg features of the hysteresis loops is the decrease of the 

dynamic friction coefficient with the increase in normal stress that occurs for any type of 

surfâce. The loops are not sharp at the four corners, two corners are rounded. This 

sofkening of the response occurs when the siiding velocity decreases for stopping the 

specimen and reversing the appiied shear stress. These observations are also valid for 

cycles at 7 Hz. 

The inertia force due to the slidmg block have not been considered in the analysis. It 

is evaluated to reach 0.5 IrN at the most, thus it reaches about 5% of the applied shear 

force at a nomial stress of 100kPq 1% at 500 kPa, 0.5% at 1000 Wa, 0.33% at 1500 kPa. 
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It might be observed in Fig. 4.2 that there is a bias toward higher displacements in 

certain plots. That is related to the wntrol system of the shaking table. 

Figure 4.3 presents cornparison between the average dynamic coefficient of fnction by 

specimen type and by irnposed shear displacement 6equency. The coefficient of fiiaion is 

not affecteci by the vibration fiequency. Cornparison between Fig. 4.3 (a) and (c) indicate 

that 10 cycles at 7 Hz (ref Fig. 4.3 b) did not affect the shear strength (refer to Fig. 3.4[5] 

for the test procedure). Two sets of results are distinct on the graphs, there is the cracked 

monolithic specimens and waterblasted joints on one side, and the untreated and flat 

independent concrete surfàces on the other. 

The average measured dynaMc Wction coefficients show no dependency on the 

fiequency content of the applied shear stress. The fiction coefficients on Bat independent 

surfaces reached 0.85 at 100 kPa and 0.55 at 1500 kPa at 2Hz; and w.83 at 100 kPa 

and 0.5 at 1500 kPa at 7 Hz. The untreated joint surfàces had a p of 1.0 at 100 kPa and 

0.66 at 1500 kPa at 2 Hz; w.95 at 100 kPa and 0.60 at 1500 kPa at 7 Hz. The 

waterblasted surfaces showed fnction coefficients of 1.13 at 100 kPa and 0.89 at 1500 

kPa at 2 Hz: p=1.07 at 100 kPa and 0.85 at 1500 kPa at 7 Hz. The monolithic cracked p 

reached 1.18 at 100 kPa and 0.95 at 1500 kPa at 2 Hz; p=1.12 at 100 kPa and 0.92 at 

1500 kPa at 7 Hz. 

The decreases of dynamic friction coefficients with increase in normal stress from 

100 kPa to 1500 kPa are 37.5 % for the flat independent surfaces, 46 % for the untreated 

joints, 21 % for the waterblasted specirnens, and 17 % for the monolithic specimens. 

Water blasting the sufices increased the dynamic fiction coefficients by 13% and 38 % 

on average compared to the untreated surfàces. The increases of monolithic cracked 

niction coefficients compared to the flat independent surfaces are 34 % at 100 kPa and 78 

% at 1500 kPa. 
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4.5 Discussion 

4.5.1 Effect of roughnasrs on interface behaviour 

A str ihg feature 

in the static sliding test 

results is the Unportant 

Merence between the 

applied shear force in 

the forward half cycle 

to reach the target 

displacement and the 

half cycle backward 

displacement to the 

initial position. The 

cracked monolithi 

O 5 10 15 20 
shear bsp. (mm) 

Fig. 4.4 N o m 1  di3pIucement &ring predynmnic stutic sküng 
fncrun tests. 

explanation is in the 

upward joint responses, or the daatancy, of the specimens displacement (normal to the 

shear displacement). Figure 4.4 shows typical normal displacements for the dSerent types 

of specimens. 

Fig. 4.5 Applied forces ut the interjae. 

Due to the riding up of the asperities, 

the normal displacement on rougher 

interfaces is much higher than the normal 

displacement on flatter interfaces. As a 

result, the tnie trajectory of the upper 

block is not p d e l  to the intertace but at 

an angle i to the interfiice as illustrated in 

Fig. 4.5. Considering the coefficient of 

fiiction acting along the upper block trajectory, or along the asperities, the foilowing 

relationship is obtained: 



where 
i = the upper trajectory angle or roughness angle, 
w = the coefficient of fiidon dong the asperities or basic fiction angle 

Dividing the nght and the lefi hand sides of Eq.(4.2) by N cosi  yields: 

where 
A& = the shear displacement increment, 
A&, = the normal displacement increment corresponding to A&. - 
pf roughness &ion coefficient 

From Eq(4.1) and Eq.(4.4), and by isolating in Eq.(4.3), the following expression 

is obtained: 

- 

In terrns of fiction angles, is obtauied as follows: 

The above derivation illustrates that the friction coefficient invoives an interface 

geometncal wmponent (21, and a material basic characteristic, the basic fiction angle ($s). 

This approach was est adopted in rock mechanics by Patton (1966). Lo et al. (1991) used 

this formulation to interpret slidiig friction tests of concrete-rock gravity dam contact 

joint samples, and dam concrete lift joint samples. 
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Fig - 4  -6 Meanrred Piction coeflcient. 

Cornparisons between the average measured fiction coefficients (see Fig.4.6 (a,b)) and 

the average basic W o n  coefficients (see Fig. 4.7 (a)) for the various types of specimens 

demonstrate that the basic fiction coefficient is indeed independent fiom the type of 

interfâce and thus may be wnsidered as a fundamental concrete material property. This 

assertion hoIds tnie for the concrete mix that was tested. 
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Fig . 4.7 Basic fiction coeflcient. 

Figure 4.8 shows the basic Wction (b) hysteretic response. The loops have about the 

same characteristics as the experimental measured fiction coefficient (b) hysteretic 

response (see Fig. 4.2). The loops are stable, and the fictional resistance decreases with 

the increase in normal stresses. However, unlike the measured fiction coefficient, the 

type of intefice does not have any effect on the loops since the loops more or less stay in 

a rectangular shape. 

Figure 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 confbm that the concept of combining basic (b) and 

roughness (Li) fnction coefficient is adequate to descnbe the static and dynamic behaviour 

of concrete intefices. The spikes at the end of the cycles in Fig. 4.8 correspond to 

locations were the shea. and normal displacements are zero thus leading to a calculated 

roughness friction coefficient qua1 to infinity. 
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4.5.4 Cornparison between static predynamic, dynamic and static 

postdynamic responses 

The average extreme values (maximum and minimum) and the average fiction 

coefficient per displacement haif cycle (fonvard to the target and backwards to the initiai 

position) are plotted per specimen types in Fig. 4.6. The peak ~ 4 ,  values (above b = 2 . 0 )  

reached in the predynamic forward cycles were not attained in the postdynamic tests at 

low normal stress levets (a. < 500 @a). Similady, the low p- values (below b 4 . 6 )  

reached in the predynamic tests were not attained in the postdynamic tests. Figure 4.9 

shows how the roughness fiiction coefficients, Li, decreased by 300% at 4 = 100 @a 

between predynamic and postdynamic loading. The residuai roughness and the basic 

fiction coefficients (Fig. 4.7) were not substantiaily affécted by the severe dynamic 

reversed cyclic loading events. 
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Fig . 4.9 Rmghess fiction coeflcient. 



The monolithic specimens reached an average predynamic peak fiction coefficient of 

1 -5 that is p a t e r  than 1 -4 (AC1 code, 1990) up to an = 1000 kPa, afler that, a value of 1 -2 

would be more adequate. A fiction coefficient of 1.2 for the residual shear strength at any 

normal stress level would also be adequate. For the waterblasted joints, a peak value for p 

of 1.4 wuld be adopted up to a,, = 1000 Wa, but p=l.l would be adequate for all stress 

levels which is close to p=1.0 as suggested in the AC1 code. A residual C( of 1.0 is in fair 

agreement with the experimental results. Untreated joints exhibiteci a peak p of 0.9 up to 

4 = 1000 Wa, and 0.8 up to an = 2000 kPa. A residual p of 0.8 would be in agreement 

with the experimental resdts. AC1 code suggests a p value of 0.6 for this type of joints. 

4.5.5 The concept of degradation of the response 

The stability of the hysteresis loops is an important finding of this study. This 

unexpected behaviour may be explained by looking at the normal displacements (see 

Fig. 4.10). 
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Fig. 4.10 Nomal &placement for a nacked monolithic specimen under dynamic 
reversed cyclc slidngfiiction test, 10 cycles ut 2 Hz. 

The nomal displacements becorne more and more negative at the initiai horizontal 

position of the specimen as the nurnber of cycles increases. The upper and lower faces of 



the crack basically grhd into each other. In the tests, since the displacement bounds were 

fixed, the asperities of one face were always mbbing off the cernent paste of the other fice 

at the same location. Therefore the nature of the materials being grinded against each 

other stayed the same and response degradation never occurred. This behaviour involves 

aggregate versus cernent paste. The relative strength of one to the other is expected to be 

a signxcant parameter in the process. 

4.5.6 Friction coefficient dependency on sliding velocity and acceleration 

Figure 4.1 1 shows for a cracked monolithic specimen, the Wction coefficient plotted 

against the wrresponding sliding velocity during a dynamic test at 2 Hz. The loops in the 

2* and 4' quadrant of Fig. 4.1 1 (a) shrink to luies in Fig. 4.11 (b). This c o n h s  the 

adequacy of using the concept of the basic Wction angle. Figure 4.1 1 @) could be 

replaced by the superposition of two curves: two plateau and one reversed S. 

Fig. 4.1 1 SZiding m i o n  velocity depeltciency for a crucked monolithic specimen: (a) 
fiction coeficient p-, (b) busic fiction coeficient 

The plateaus at low slidiig velocity ocair when the upper block begins sliding. The S 

portion occurs when the upper block slows down for the shear load reversal. On that 

portion, the basic fiction coefficient decreases with decreasing sliding velocity. In 

Fig. 4.2 this phenornenon corresponds to the rounded corners of the hysteresis loops. 
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Fig . 4.1 2 Friction cwflcienf dependency on ac~êlerafi~~n. 

As illustrateci in Fig. 4.12, a sMar dependency between the basic Wction coefficient 

and the slidiig acceleration was not observed. 

4.6 Summary and conclusions 

The main findings of the experimental programme may be surnmarized as follows. 

4.6.7 General behaviour 

The coefficient of fiction decreases with increasing applied normal stress. The 

specirnen behaviour in slidiig fnction depends on sufice preparation. Cracks induced 

dong waterblasted joint surfaces are rough, while cracks induced dong unprepared joint 

surfaces are flat. As a result, waterblasted joints behave We cracked monoiithic concrete. 

Unprepared joint surfaces behave like flat independent wncrete surfaces. 

4.6.2 Behaviour under dynamic shear 

Hysteresis loops are very stable; there is no signifiant degradation in response. The 

frequency content of the irnposed sliding displacements has no effect on the rneasured 

response. The coefficient of fiction is somehow dependent on sliding velocity. There is 

no relation between the coefficient of fiiction and the acceleration. 



CHAPTER 5 

Concretetoncrete interface constitutive model 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the cuncrete-concrete interface constitutive model that was 

irnplemented into the nnite element program W A C E  to represent lift joints. Crack 

initiation and propagation at the interface is reproduced using a hcture energy based 

model. It is coupled to an hysteretic sliding fiction model denved from the experimental 

results presented in Chapter 4. In this chapter, first the empirical concrete joint siidhg 

fiction constitutive model is presented. Then, a three-state constitutive model for 

simulation of the complete concrete joint interface behaviour, involving crack initiation, 

propagation, and shear slidmg, is presented. The chapter ends with a description of the 

procedure adopted for the simulation of water pressure inside the joints. 

5.2 Concreteconcrete joint sliding friction constitutive model 

5.2.1 Data reduction 

The experimental results presented in Chapter 4 are used to devise a new empirical 

concrete-concrete interface constitutive model using 

coefficient, and roughness Wction coefficient, Cli. 
the concept of basic fnction 

( 5 -  1) 

The efEect of surface preparation on the fiction coefficient and any Wear effects are 

introduced through the roughness Wction coefficient, Fi. The basic fiction coefficient is 

independent of the surface preparation. For a displacement cycle, is cdculated once 

according to the applied normal load, while Si is computed for each characteristic point of 

the displacement cycle (Fig. 5.1). 



Fig. 5.1 SZiding fiction coe$?cient - hysteretic respomes: (a, 6, c) predynamic loops. 
(4 e d  W i c  dpos tdymmic  Zwps. 

As illustrateci in Fig. 5.1 (c) and (f), a complete fonvard-backward sliding 

displacement cycle for predynamic, dynamic and postdynarnic interface conditions is 

defined by seven segments. The predynamic cycle, (Fig. S. 1 (c)) begins by segment (1 -2), 

the initial elastic response to the peak, to reach point (2), which is obtained using the peak 

roughness coefficient, (Fig. 5.1@)). It is followed by segment (2-3), the transition to 

the residual slidiig fiction plateau. Point (3) is determined using the residual roughness 



coefficient, z:(Fig. SA@)), at a sliding displacement, 6, qua1 to half the maximum 

aggregate size, D-. Segment (3-4) is the residual sliding Wction plateau. The sliding 

displacement reversal, ( 4 3 ,  occurs at a constant sliding displacement thus the reversai is 

a rigid process. Point (S), the residuai siiding fiction strength backward, is determined 

nom the negative value of the residual roughness coefficient, Cl:, used for points (3) and 

(4). Segment (5-6) is the residual fiiction plateau in the backward direction. The 

roughness co&cient, Cl;, decreases hearly to zero (6-7), between point (6), at a sliding 

displacement, equal to Y&-, and point (7), the initial perfea match position. 

The dynamic and postdynamic sliding displacement cycles have as many segments as 

the predynamic cycle, however only three parameters are to be computed: (1) the basic 

friction coefficient, (Fig. 5. I (d)), (2) the residual roughness coefficient, 
-r 
q (Fig. 5.l(e)), and (3) the displacement at the beglluillig of the residual plateau. The 

cycle begins by segment (1-2), the initial nearly rigid response to the initial sliding 

displacement, to reach point (2), which involves no roughness. Thus, the initial sliding 

occurs at an applied stress equal to the basic fictional strength, ( ~ o ~ & )  where & is the 

atea upon which 4 is applied. It is foiiowed by (2-3), the transition to the residual sliding 

friction plateau. Point (3) is detemineci by the residuai roughness coefficient, F:, at a 

slidig displacement, 6, equal !420-. Displacement S. may be considered as the 

displacement required to fiilly mobilize the residual roughness. In segment (2-3), the 

transition is assumed tu be a straight line. Segment (3-4) is the residual siiding fiction 

plateau. The sliding displacement reversal, ( 4 4 ,  occun at a constant sliding displacement 

thus, jus Wte the predynamic displacement cycle, the reversai is a ngid process. Point (S ) ,  

the backward residual sliding fiction strength is determineci fiom the negative value of the 

residual roughness coefficient, ci', useâ for points (3) and (4). Segment (5-6) is the 

residual fiction plateau in the backward direction. The roughness coefficient decreases 



linearly to zero (6-7). between point (6), et a sliding displacement, 6, equal to Yi-, and 

point (7), at zero or initial perfect match position. 

Based on al1 test measurements (928 data points), a dual-dope mode1 for the basic 

fiction coefficient is proposed: 

pr = 0.950 - 0.000220, for a, 5 SOOkPa 

pb = 0.865 --0.000054, for SOOkPa 5 O, 5 200OkR~ (5.2) 

where a. is in kPa. Equation (5.2) is iliustrated in Fig. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5 -2 Basic fiction cueflcient thal-siope model. 

The lower bound ji in Eq. (5.1) is given by the flat independent plane sufiaces model. 

No roughness is involved; the model is basically rigid-plastic. For that type of surface, 

sliding occurs when the applied loading reaches the basic frictional strength, with given 

by Eq.(5.2). 



nie model equations for dEerent types of joints are summarized in Table 5.1. The 

upper bound p deriveci from Eq.(5.1), using and z' or Ci:, is given by the monolithic 

cracked surfaces model. The typical predynarnic shear-displacement response loop is 

similar to the one illustrated in Fig. S.l(a), while the dynamic and postdynamic loops are 

described by the loop of Fig. S.l(b). 

5.2.2 Model equations 

The behaviour of water blasted interfaces is very sirnilar to monolithic cracked 

wncrete as discussed eariier. The postdynamic roughness fiction coefficient is modeled 

ushg a single equation correspondhg to the predynamic residual roughness fiction 

coefficient, . The equations given in Table 5.1 are the best fit equations. A good 

approximation for water blasted interfaces would be achieved using 80% of the roughness 

coefficients (Fr and <)obtained fkorn the monolithic equations for predynamic, dynami-c, 

and postdynamic behaviour. 

-- - 

Monolithic 1 400<0. ~ 1 5 0 0  

' basic fiction coefficient 



Even though untreated joint surf'hces are close to flat independent surfaces in 

behaviour, Jittle roughness is suffiCient to alter the shape of the loop. The predynamic 

loop is sWar  to Fig. S. l(a) with a much lower peak strength as compared to monoüthic 

concrete. Untreated joint surfaces roughness coefficients may be ap proxhated using 1 5% 

of the monolithic concrete roughness equations. 

For al1 types of interfaces, the poadynamic loop mode1 is to be used for the dynamic 

hysteresis loops. However, a better fit to the experimental results was obtained by 

reducing the basic Wction coefficient to 85% of the static value. This reduction of the 

basic fiction coefficient also enhances the model predictions on the other types of 

spechens. However, the roughness is not affected by the rapid loading rate. 

A simple constitutive mode1 may thus be surnrnarized in the following equation: 

where Cii is defineci by the equations for the monolithic specimen given in Table 5.1. Two 

correction factors are introduced: k, the dynarnic reduction factor equal to 1 .O0 for static 

loading and 0.85 for dynamic loading; and Xi , the intedace roughness factor equal to 1.00 

for cracked monolithic concrete, 0.80 for water blasted joints, 0.15 for untreated joints, 

and 0.00 for flat independent concrete surfaces. Typical model predictions are compared 

with experirnental results in Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b). 

Dilatancy may be wmputed fiom the model equations using the roughness 

coefficient: 

where 5. and & are the normal and tangential displacements respectively. The integration 

of normal displacement increments A&, will lead to the dilatancy, Fi should be wnsidered 

to Vary with the shear displacement and normal stresses as describeci in the previous 

section. 
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Fig. 5.3 Cornparisons between c o ~ l u f i v e  model and experirnentaf resuIts. 

5.3 Concrete-concrete joint three-state constitutive model 

The constitutive model covers the three possible States of the interface: (i) linear 

elastic response pnor to tensile andor shear cracking, (u) crack initiation, tende andor 

shear crack propagation, and (ii) fùlly cracked response. The key elements in the model 

are the fdure envelopes, and the stress-displacement relationships described by the normal 

stress versus opening-closing displacements (mode 1) and shear stress versus shear 

displacements or sliding (mode LI). The fdure envelope and the stress-displacement 

relationships evolve according to the loads and displacements history. Furthemore, the 

fdure envelope and the stress-displacement curve interact with each other. This 

interaction is illustratecl in Fig. 5.4. The transition from one state to another occurs when 

the state of stress reaches the failure envelope. The following sections describe each state, 

and how to evolve fiom one to another. 
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Fig. 5.4 Three-stute concrete interface comtitutive mode[. 

5.3.1 Uncracked response 

The uncfacked response is linear elastic in tension, compression, and shear. The 

capacity is bounded by the uncracked failure envelope as illustrateci in Fig. 5.4[1]. Three 

material parameters are required to draw the failure envelope: the concrete tensile 

strength, A, the cohesion, Ti, and the fiction coefficient, p. The concrete tensile strength, 



X is the uniaxial tensile limit of the fdure envelope. No Limit was considered in 

compression since the expected compressive stresses in concrete gravity dams are usuaily 

well below the compressive strength of concrete. The cohesion is the pure shear limit 

snength. 

In a state of combined compression and shear the classical Mohr-Coulomb equation 

(Eq. 2.2) defhes the failure envelope. 

T = T i + p O n  (5 .5)  

The coefficient of friction, p, is determined according to the wncrete-concrete joint 

sliding friction constitutive mode1 describeci in Section 5.2. 

In a state of combined tension and shear, since the normal stress is in the positive 

range, the shear strength wül be lower than the cohesion: 

T = f i - p a n  (5-6) 

The coefficient of fiction used in the tensile range is defined fiorn the sliding friaion 

constitutive model with a, =ûMPa. 

5.3.2 Partially cracked response 

Once the state of stress reaches the Mure envelope, a crack is assumed to be 

initiated. No biaxial efféct is considered since the joint is assumed to be a discrete seem in 

the material. Once cracked, the response follows a classicd Gf fiachire energy based 

model (see Fig. 5.4[5] and Fig. 5.4[7). In tension, the f i a a r e  model requires the tende 

strength, l;, the mode 1 hcture energy, G/' , and the initial normal stfiess, km, of the 

interface. In shear, the hcture model requires the initial cohesion, ri, the mode II hcture 

energy, G;, and the shear stiffiiess, kt. The opening and shear displacement at full 

consumption of fk ture  energy are computed from: 



where An is the tributary area of the gap-friction element. The accumulated damage, DI, is 

computed by the darnage index as the maximum between DI. and DI,: 

where &,- is the overd maximum openhg reached in the load history, while 66, is the 

absolute value of the m d u m  shear displacement reached in the load history. The tende 

normal stifoiess decreases as damage increases as: 

Unloaâing and reloading in tension foliows the overall minimum tende nonnal stiffiiess, 

kni. The cohesion also decreases with increasing darnage as: 

7 =xi (1 - DI) (5.10) 

The effect of reducing both the cohesion and the tensiie strength is to shrink the fdure 

envelope as iilustrated in Fig. 5.4[2]. 

Under any state of damage, the normal response in compression is wnsidered to be 

hear elastic. The whesive strength in compression follows the mode II hcture energy 

model. Thus the shear strength is the sum of the cohesion which decreases with increasing 

shear displacement, and a frictional component fûnction of the normal stress and the 

fiiction coefficient. 

5.3.3 Fully cracked response 

The fùliy cracked fdure envelope is iilustrated in Fig. 5.4[3]. The shear strength is a 

sole fùnction of the applied normal stress and shear displacement. The shear stress- 

displacement relationship follows the concrete-concrete joint sliding fiction constitutive 

model of Section 5.2. 

The uniaxial response is rather simple. There is no resistance in tension, thus there 

are zero tensiie and zero shear stresses for any crack opening. In compression, the 



response stays hear elastic and follows the initial normal d h e s s .  Crack closing occurs 

when the nonnal displacement reaches the zero value regardless to the sliding 

displacement. 

5.4 Water penetraüon in joints 

Since the airn of this study is the behaviour of concrete gravity dams subjected to 

earthquakes, the interaction between joints and water is to be considered somehow to 

establish the initial conditions prior to the earihquake. During the earthquake, the initial 

uplift pressure is assumed to remain unchanged. 

It is assumed that water has no effect on the materiai properties of the interface. This 

assumption is debatable. Recent research on rock joints, Katani et ai. (1997), indicated 

that water reduces the fiction coefficient with increasing sliding velocity. Since the 

experimental programme involveâ no water, no information on the behaviour of "wet" 

joints was obtained. Consequently water in joints or upiift pressure was considered as an 

extemai load only. As a result, if the interface is in tension, the uplifk water pressure will 

increase the tension. On the other hand, if the interface is in compression, the upl3 water 

pressure shares the load thus reducing the compression on the interface. 

The water pressure is assumed to evolve according to the state of damage. Biot 

coefficients are used to detennine the effeaive water pressure at the interface. Two limit 

states are considered for Biot coefficients: (i) the uncracked Biot coefficient, 0 9 bu 5 1 , 

and Çi) the fùliy cracked Biot coefficient, O I b, S 1. The e M v e  uplift pressure, p* at 

a given location dong a joint is calculateci as follows: 

where p, is the water pressure at the upstream joint tip, p ~ ,  is the initial applied uplift 

water pressure. The evolution of the Biot coefficient and the applied water head at the 

joint according to the state of damage [ B(DI, bu, b,) ] are iliustrated in Fig. 5.5@). 
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Fig. 5.5 VmQTIation with respect to (a) 
the state of damage, fi) BBiot 
coeflczent, anù (c) the appolied water 
head 

The initial water pressure distribution, pi., , is 

usudy assumed to vaiy linearly fiom the 

upstream joint tip water head to the downstream 

joint tip water head (if the downstream end of the 

joint is in contact with water; if not, zero water 

head is assumed at the downstream end). The 

applied uplift water head is assumed to evolve 

with increasing damage [ H(D1. p,  , P , ~ ,  ) ] as 

iUustrated in Fig. 5.5(c). Thus, as the M y  crack 

ligament elongates dong the joint, the apptied 

water head at the crack tip is kept equal to the 

upstream joint tip water head level. In partially 

cracked elements the water head increases in 

proportion to damage. 

joint 

\ Partially cracked - Fully cracked 
Ligament 

Fig. 5.6 Up Iift water pressure aolong O joint 

Typical uplift water pressure distribution is illustrated in Fig.5.6 (USBR, 1979). 



5.5 Summary and conclusions 

An original empirical concrete-concrete joint siiding friction constitutive mode1 is 

proposed. The friction angle characterishg the shear strength is calculatecl as the sum of a 

basic angle and a roughness angle. The concept of peak and residual friction values are 

adequate to describe the basic fictional behaviour. The roughness of water blasted joints 

is equal to 80% of the roughness of monolithic specirnens while the roughness of 

untreated joints is equal to 15% of the roughness of monolithic cracked concrete. The 

dynarnic sliding hysteresis toops are enhanced by reducing the basic fiction coefficient to 

85% of the static value. 

A three-state constitutive joint model was presented. It covers: (i) the hear elastic 

response prior to cracking, (i) crack initiation and crack propagation in tension or shear, 

and (fi) the hlly mcked response. The key elements in the model are the fdure 

envelope and the stress-displacement relationships. Water penetration is considered as an 

extemai load that evolves according to the state of damage of the interface. 



CHAPTER 6 

Finite element implementation of a nonlinear 

concrete lift joint constitutive model 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the irnplementation of the nonlinear three-state concrete Lift 

joint constitutive model, as described in Chapter 5. At first, the nonlinear gap-fiction 

element adopted herein is presented in the context of contact problem theory. The 

solution strategies for the static and dynarnic equilibrium equations are then described with 

the tensile and shear state determination of the gap-fiction element. To conclude the 

chapter, some validation pro blems on simple bearns and structural systems are analy sed. 

6.2 Finite element simulation of interfaces 

6.2.1 Theoretical strategies for simulation of interfaces 

Discorrtinuities such as construction joints in dams are a special case of a more general 

problem 4 e . d  the contact problem. As dehed by Lee (1993), a wntact problem is a situation 

where there are changes in the boundary wnstraints during loading. What distinguishes the 

contact problem korn other equilirium problerns are the conditions to be satisfied on the 

contact awfke. In classicai contact problem themy, these conditions are: (i) impenetrability of 

the contacting bodies, ci) tensile tmctions not aüowed, and ci) the developrnent of tangentid 

and normal components of the contact force, related through an appropriate fiction law. The 

first condition, from a numerical analysis point of view, is the most difEcult to satis@ and the 

toletance upon violation wili deterrnine the most appropriate numencal scherne to be used. 

The second condition wiil be satisfied within the context of a fiacture energy base- tensile 

softening model as d e s c n i  in Chapter 5. 



There are two possible variational formulations for the contact problem (Zhong and 

Mackerle, 1992). The fmt form, also d e d  direction method (Chen and Tsai, 1986), is a 

constrained minimization problem involving a variationai inequaüty such as fomulated by 

Duvaut and Lions (1972) or Campos et al. (1982). It may be stated as follows: 

where v is an acceptable displacement field, R is the elastic body domain (volume), Epr are the 

elasticities of the material, & is a volume dZFaentia1 elernent, r~ is the portion of the boundary 

whae forces are prescr i i  Tc is the candidate contact surface, i is a airface differentid 

elment, J are body forces, t, are external forces, p is the coeflicient of Wction, o.(x) is the 

normal stress on the contact Surface and v, is the tangentid component of the displacernent 

dong the contact surface. The f h t  term in the II(v) expression is the strain energy of the body, 

Av) is the work done by exiernal loads, and j(v) is the work done by Ection forces. The 

solution to the problern is the displacement field v that minimizes the potential energy II(v). 

nie main advantages of this approach are: the possiibility to prove uniqueness of the solution, 

the geometricai or material Uiconsistencies are avoideû, different laws for boundary conditions 

may be used, material nonlindes are covered ushg the same pruiciples, and an emor criteria 

rnay be obtained @6hrn, 1987). 

The second variational formulation of the contact problem, also called iterative 

method (Chen and Tsai, 1986), is a âiiect application of the principle of virhiai work. It 

follows the approach usually adopted for typical problems of structural engineering. It 

may be fomulated as folows: 



where II, is the total potential energy, II is the usual form of the p o t d a l  energy leading to the 

~quü'brium equations, and ZWk is the pot& of the contact forces (Bathe and Chaudhary, 

1985). 

In the second variational fomulation, the contact conditions are addressed as 

constraints. There are several methods available to fomulate a constraint problem. The 

most widely used are the Lagrange multipliers method, and the penalty method (see 

Fig. 2.9). 

Lagrange multipliers enable to introduce the constraint in the expression of the 

potential energy. As descrîbed by Cook et al. (1989), let a given system be subjected to 

the constraint (G} where XL repremt the Lagrange muhipliers 

n, = n+n,(G) 
Let II be a structurai mechanics y tem subjected to the conseaint (G} = [CJ (6 )-{Q) : 

where p] is the stiiihess (6) are displacements, (F} are the appiied forces, and (AL) 

are the Lagrange multiplias. By taking the first variations with respect to the displacements 

and with respect to the Lagrange multipliers we get: 

It leads to the foiiowing system of equations: 

The main disadvantage of the Lagrange mdtipiiers method is obvious in the above. It 

introduces additional variables in the system which increase the number of columns and rows in 

the sti&ess matrix hence it disturbs the bandedness nature of the stiflness matnx. Besides, 

htroducing =os on the diagonal may lead to numerical problems. 



On the other hand, the Lagrange multiplien have a physicaf meaning. This is 

iUustrated in the simple example given by Heegaard and Cumier (1993) show in Fig. 6.1. 

The wnstraint is g-620. This problern may be stated as foliows: 

Ii, = +k6'- f 6 + X ,  (~7-6) (6.7) 

where the variabfes k, 6, f and g are shown in Fg. 6.1. By taking the first variation we get: 

Thus at contact we get: 

6 = g  , & = k g - f  (6- 9) 

nie Legrange multiplier is equal to the contact force and it lads to an exact solution. 

Fig. 6.1 SNnple contact problem from Heegomd md Curnier (1993). 

The penalty method is an aitemative method for ïntroducing a constraint in the 

expression of the potentid energy. For a given system subjected to the wnstraint G, the 

potential energy could be h t t e n  as: 

where a, is the penalty fiictor. Let II be a structural mechanics system, and let it be subjected 

to the consbaim (G}=[q ( 6)-(Q) : 



Taking the first variations leads to: 

The great advantage of the perialty method is that the number of variables is not affecteci by the 

constraints. If the penaity methoà is appiied to the simple Heegaard and Cumier (1993) 

example, the expression for the potential energy becomes: 

n, = + k s ' - i s + + [ ( - ~ ) s + g ] ~ T a ~ J [ ( - ~ ) ~ + ~ ]  (6.13) 

By setting [Cl=[-1] and (Q)={-g), quation 6.12 then becomes: 

The choice of an appropriate penalty &or (ad is the difiidt task in this method. If the 

penaity coefficient is too smaü, the conshaim is not satisfied, if it is too high t rnight lead to 

numerical problems such as ill-conditioning. The solution obtained from the penalty method is 

an approximation of the exact solution. The penalty fàctor may be interpreted as being a 

stiflhess term. 

There exists other methods for dealing with contact problems such the flexibility 

approach (Francavilla and Zienkiewicz, 1975), the d i  method, and the boundary 

eiement method. 

6.2.2 Interface finite element formulation 

A finite elements computer program called INTRFACE was developed as part of this 

study. The code use sorne of the modules of SAP80 general purpose finite element 

computer program and the input data foilows the SAP80 input data convention. More 

details on INTRFACE are avdable in Fronteddu (1997). 
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The interface tinite element adopted herein is the gap-fiction element. As 

demonstrated in Subsection 2.4.3.1, the gap-fiction element is the zero-thickness element 

deriveci using a lumped interpolation function. The element may be represented 

schematicaliy as shown in Fig. 6.2 Each gapfiction element represents a certain tributary 

area A of the interface to be modeled. 

Fig. 6.2 Gopfnction eelement 

The three-state constitutive mode1 controls the 

transfer of forces at the interface. The spring stifiesses, 

k. and k, are acting as penalty numbers. The constraints to 

be enforced are (i) no interpenetration of the joint faces 

when the interface closes, and (u) no sliding when the 

interfice "locks" in shear. This type of interface element is 

the simplest element available. It is also readily available 

in several commercial finite element computer programs. The element could be oriented 

dong interfaces with arbitrary orientations. In addition, local darnping in the normal and 

tangent direction may be specified. The normal damper wül enable dissipation of energy 

at impact thus acting like a coefficient of restitution. In certain situations, local dampers 

may stabiiize the solution. 

In surnmary7 the intefice element requires the following input parameters: k, k,, the 

normal and tangent &esses @J/m/rn2), cm, c ,  the normal and tangent darnper constants 

(~-s/m/rn~),J~ tensile strength (N/m2), q, the initial cohesion ( ~ l r n * ) ,  G;, G:, the mode 1 

and mode II fiacture energies (N/m), b7 the dynamic interface factor, Xi the surface 

preparation factor, D,, the maximum aggregate size. 

The choice of the proper normal and tangent stifniesses, as explained earier, has a 

detenninant effea on the answer obtained using these types of elements. The introduction 

of a plane of weakness or a discontinuity divides the structure in two independent 

components that interact at the cornmon boundary thus at the discontinuity. The interface 

elements transmit the boundary conditions f?om one structure to another. The choice of 

the nomal and tangent Stifltiiesses is problem dependent. The penaity numbers should be 



large compared to the &es  of the surrounding structure to guaranty that the 

wnstraints wiU be satisfied. However, they shodd not be too large to avoid ili- 

wnditioning or l o s  of accuracy. 

The criterion for selecting normal and tangent stï£hesses depends on the type of 

analysis. Under static analysis, the normal and tangent springs should not alter 

signincantly the stress field in the structure compared to a monolithic structure. In 

addition, for dynamic analysis, the introduction of interface elements should not alter 

signincantly the fïrst few viiration fiequencies and mode shapes. A good first trial for the 

spring Stiffhesses per unit area, is to take the modulus of elasticity of the surrounding 

material multiplied by 1 Ox Vunit of length. 

6.3 Nonlinear static analysis 

6.3.1 Formulation of the equilibrium equations 

The static response of a structural mechanics system may be obtained by solving the 

first variation of the potential energy, which is d e n  in total form as: 

[ K M  = (f) (6.1 5 )  

where { u )  is the displaammts vector, and (f } is the vector of applied forces. &en the state 

of load at the int- the behaviour rnay becorne nonlinear. crack opening or slidùig. The 

constrauit conditions, which are no inteqmetration and stress locking, ought to be released. 

Several strategies rnay be adopted for simuiating the release of the constraint conditions e.g.: 

O the secant method, (u) the Newton-Raphson method (tangent method), or ci) the m&ed 

Newton-Raphson method. 

As Uustrated in Fig. 6.3(a), in the secant method, the global m e s s  is updated usuig 

the secant stifniess of the elements currently in the nonlinear behaviour. For an interface 

element, it means that the stïfhess (penalty number) is modified to the value that matches 

actuai state of defotmation and aiment strength. 



Fig. 6.3 Stg@ess fomIation for resoiution: (a) secant meth& (6) Newton-Ruphon, 
ami (c) Modried Newton-Raphson. 

The Newton-Raphson rnethod, also known as the tangent method shown in Fig. 

6.3(b), consists of updating the global stifkess matrix using the tangent s t a e s s  of the 

elements currently in the nonhear range. For an interface in tension, gap-friction normal 

stiflhess may become negative since the matenal softens. According to the system being 

analysed, this may lead to negative values on the diagonal of the global stiffhess matrix. 

For interface sliding ushg an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model, the shear stifniess 

would be changed to zero thus leading to zero values on the diagonal of the global 

e e s s  matrix henceforth kading to an indeterminate system of equations to be solved. 

In the modified Newton-Raphson method (Fig. 6.3(c)), the stiffness matrix is kept 

constant, a system of forces relevant to the elements in the nonlinear range, d e d  

unbalanced forces, is applied to the system in order to get the actual strength of the 

interface for the actual state of deformation. For interface elements it is equivalent to 

applying concentrated forces at the interface nodes that are equal to the portion of 

"unbaianced" force in the springs that should not be in the system. 

The modifiecl Newton-Raphson method was adopted in this study. Although it is 

considered as one of the slowest method for achieving convergence, in the context of 

nonlinear sliding analyses, it is a very stable method. This aspect will be discussed later 

on. Thus, the equations of equilibnum should be written as: 



where (Isfimb)is the vector ofunbdanced forces defined as: 

where ( r )  is the vector of restoring forces. 

6.3.2 Displacement control algorithm 

Two different displacement control algonthrns were implemented in the cornputer 

program INTRFACE that was developed in this project: (i) the arc length method 

(Crisfield, 198 1) as linearised by Rarnm (1987) and adopted by Ghnb and Tiawi (1994), 

ci) the indirect displacement method proposed by de Borst (1987) and adopted by 

Bhattacharjee and Léger (1 994). 

The arc length method, as described by Ghnb and Tinawi (1994), requires the 

following elements: (i) the load vector, { f ), and (ü) the target increment AS, which is 

also called the arc length. The following systern of equations is to be solved: 

[Kl(b) = - [k) - ~ ( f  )] = R((u), 1) (6.18) 

where X is the total load -or. For the first increment, the following equation has to be 

solved: 

( A 4 1  =a,[~]-'(f) = 4 @ u ) l  (6.19) 

thus the inmement of the load -or, ML is normaiised to the target increment as: 

The following increments ( 6 ~ ) ~  are calcuiated âs ~OUOWS: 

The finr term on the right hand side of Eq.(6.21), (624); , may be considered as the 

displacement increment due to the load unbalance, while the second term, (ôu): ,may be 



considercd as the displacement incrernent due to the variation of the load f'âctor which is 

obtained fiom: 

The total displ- and the total load fador, are caidated as: 

The arc length method, as descni i  above, is a search for equüibrium &er having imposecl a 

certain displacement increment that biggered nonlinearities. The displacement increments that 

MAA~<. &er this ht "impulse" depend on the unbalanced loads released by ail  the elements 

entering or evolving in the nonhear range. As a a m  of nicf the computed response 

obtained corn a rnethod me the arc method is strongly dependent on the initial impulse (Le. arc 

length) 

The indirect displacement control method proposed by deBorst (1987) is somehow 

dserent. There, the target displacement is enforced. Thus, if nonlinearities occur, the 

total load factor will be decreased to keep the control displacement on the target value. 

As described by Bhattacharjee and Léger (1994), the method requires the same elements 

as the arc lmgth method: 

si = Sb, + As, 

where S, is the totai target displacement, ( f )  is the total load vector, and { Af} is the load 

vector inment .  The computed response Xi is d&ed scplicitly as: 



If the mmputed response is not within a certain tolerance of the target response, the totai load 

&or is scaled to obtain the target displacement: 

When the structure becornes nonlinear behaviour, iterations may be required to reduce the 

unbalanced forces wmputed fiom Eq(6.17). 

6.4 Nonlinear time domain dynamic analysis 

6.4.1 Numerical integration of the dynamic equilibrium equations 

The dynamic equilibrium equations for a structure subjected to a seismic excitation 

may be written as: 

where [ '  is the mass rnatrix, [q is the damping m a  (r} is the vector of restoring forces, 

(i7,) is the wctor of ground accelerations, and @) is the extemal forces vector. 

Tirne integration methods are required for solving step by step dynamic problems, 

since first and second displacement derivaiives appear in Eq.(6.27). If these derivatives 

are computed f?om the displacements, velocities and accelerations of the previous the 

step, then the tirne integration method is explicit. Stability is conditional Le. it is dependent 

on the time step. The method becornes implicit when the derivatives are part of the 

equation to be solved. Stabiiity is unconditional, thus not subjected to tirne step 

dependency. Many methods have been proposed in the literature: Newmark- P, Wdson-0, 
a method, etc. 

The a method has been adopted by Bhattachqee and Léger (1994) and also by 

Ghib and Tinawi (1994) for the analysis of crack propagation in concrete dams subjected 

to seismic excitations. The a method includes Newmark-P and Wilson-0 methods as 



special cases thus a single cornputer program will include three integration methods. 

Ghrib and T'ulslwi (1 994) observed that dynamic response of concrete dams is dictated by 

the fkst modes of viiration. Higher modes occur in the vicinity of the crack faces. These 

modes are considerd to be spurious and ought to be filtered out of the solution by 

numend damping. In the a method, numencal darnping is controlled by the a 

parifmeter. The dynamic equilibrium equation may be written as:: 

The velocities and lcceIeratiom are computed according to the Newmark-P method: 

where i7, and ii, are the displacements and velocities predictions for t h e  step i computed fkom 

the data of the previous time step. Equation (6.29) may be rearranged to express the 

acceleration and veloaties as hctions of the displacements: 

The above equations enable to write the dynamc equiliirium as an expression of the 

displacements (ui) and the data of the previous t h e  step. Parameters y and P are functions of 

the a parameter as: 

1 P = f(i-a)' . y = y - a  ; or E [-+,O] 

Using a*, the a method reduces to the Newmark-P method. 



6.4.2 Damping of interfaces 

The classical Rayleigh damping mode1 is adopted. The damping matrix is the sum of 

a mass proportional and stifniess propottional terms: 

[Cl = QO[M]+Q, [~  (6.33) 

when and al are proportionality fktorsCS Damping plays an important role in the response 

of a structure, therefore great care should be given to choosing the proportionality fàctors. In 

the case of i n t d a s ,  damping modellùig is even more important since nonlineanfies may 

involve global ngid body type of movements (e-g sliding, openhg). The question is which 

damping forces should be mnsidered. 

The mas  proportional tenn ofthe darnping matrk is equivalent to darnping applied to 

the absolute motion of the mass at a given node. From a practical point of view, that type 

of damping is equivalent to attach a dashpot from a node to its original position 

position). As a result, interface sliding ought to be overdamped. From a theoretical point 

of view, mass darnping is inversely proportional to the fkquency of vibration. Since rigid 

body motion (sliding) is an extremely low fiequency mode M'Hz, sliding will be 

overdamped. Consequently, in sliding analysis of concrete dams, it is recornrnended not to 

use mass proportional damping i.e. ao=û. 

The stiffiiess proportional term of the darnping matrix is equivalent to damping 

applied to the relative motion of a node to another node. So that type of darnping does 

not countenict rigid body motion (sliding) since these darnping forces are in intemal 

equilibrium. However, since the stBhess terms are used to generate the damping ma* 

the penalty tems wili end up in the darnping matrix. That is equivalent to having 

enormous dashpots comecthg each side of the interface. Therefore, the stiffness matrix 

to be used in Eq(6.33) should be the elastic stitfiiess matrix without the penalty terms. 

As described in Subsection 6.2.2, local damping in the norrnal and tangent directions 

may be specified. The normal damper will enable dissipation of energy at impact thus 

acting like a coefficient of restitution. The damper is disconnecteci when the element is in 



tension. Numerical simulations on impact problems indicated a better numencal stability 

when the darnper is activated one time step after impact has been detected. The closing of 

an elernent results in a numerical shock due to large contact forces. Activating the damper 

at the same t h e  that the gap stifFness is activated increases the shock on the solution. The 

superposition of the two effécts often results in numerical oscillation. 

6.4.3 Energy balance 

The energy balance is cornputeci âom the htegration of the dynarnic equilibnum 

equation (Eq. (6.27)) rearranged as (Uang and Bertero, 1 990): 

where {ü,) correspond to the total acceleration vector. Integratin8 the abow equation with 

respect to the relative displacement le& to: 

By substituthg the relative displacement terni (du) by its definition {du, - du, } , the fu-st term 

on the left hand side of Eq(6.35) rnay be reatfanged as: 

Substitutmg the above equation into the expression of the enagy batance, Eq(6.35) results in: 

Applymg the trapezoidal integration d e  to caldate the energy balance at wery tirne step will 

lead to the foflowing definitions: 



The kinetic energy: 

The darnping mergy: 

The work done by the static forces: 

The seismic input energy: 

Based on the energy balance, an error indicator, the energy error index, EH may be caldated 

as: 

The above notation is quivalent to that adopted by Bhattacharjee and Léger (1994). It should 

be noticed that the energy balance definition is independent of the integraiion scherne e.g. 

Newmark-B, Wilson-û, or a method. 

The acceleration at the end of a thne step is calculated nom the equilibrium equations. 

T'us part of the error of the iterative process is corrected in the acceleration. As a result, 

the energy error indicator might not be taken as the only numerical convergence criterion. 

However, ifany errors occurred, they will be ampued in the energy error index. 



6.5 Validation 

Several validation problems have been andysed to assure that the constitutive models 

have been hplernented correctly in the wmputer program INTRFACE. Validation 

problems also enable to determine the limits of application of the numerical methods that 

were adopted e.g. the constitutive model, the gap-fiction interface element, and the 

6.5.4 Simple element in tension 

The first validation problem is a simple element 

subjected to tension, as iliustrated in Fig. 6.4. This 

problern controls the adequacy to the fracture energy 

tensile constitutive model. A single element of unit 

tributary area (lm2) is subjected to an increasing tensile 

load. The material parameters are ftt=2.0MPa., 
Fig. 6.4 Gqp elentent in tension. 

Ec=25000MPa, M. 1 8, and G'~ 1000.~/m. The gap- 

fiiction element parameters used in the analysis are given in Table 6.1. 

The resultîng stress dispia- 

cernent curve is s h o w  in 

Fig. 6.5 The peak stress, the 

displacement at fidl consump- 

tion of fhcture energy, and the 

dissipateci hcture energy are in 

agreement with the constitutive 

model as describeci in 

Chapter 5. The fracture energy 

0.0000 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.0010 
Normal displ. (m) 

Fig . 6.5 Axial repme of gap element. 

is usuaily wnsidered as being the area enclosed under the softening bmch of the 

response. However, inhere the complete cuwe, thus the rising branch and the sofiening 

branch, enclose the hcture energy. 



Since the crack response is wntroiied by a penalty parameter, the rising branch does 

not physically correspond to the elastic response but rather a discrepancy in the condition 

of no crack opening until crack initiation. 

Tabie 6.1 Gup-ction element parame fers for simple eletnent in tension 

6.5.2 Thmepoint bending test 

The three-point bending test is a typical test in fiacnire mechanics. A plain concrete 

beam tested by Bazant and Pfeiffer (1987) was chosen as validation problem (Fig. 6.6(a)). 

The fidure load was reached at 7785 N. The measured matenal properties were the 

concrete compressive strength f '==33.5 MPa. Bazant and PfeEer suggested the following 

material properties: f 't=2.886MPa, Ec=274 UMPa, v=û. 18, and ~ ' f l 0 . 2 9 ~ l r n .  The finite 

elernent mesh, plane stress elements and gap-elements, used for predicting the response of 

the beam is show in Fig. 6.6@). At the location of the observed experimental crack, an 

interfàce was introduced using gap-friction elements. The gap-fiction properties are 

given in Table 6.2. 

X; - 

The two displacement control methods describeci in Subsection 6.3.2 were used to 

analyse the beam. The control parameters i.e. target increment, D, and tolenuice on 

unbalanced loads, TL, were varieci to converge on the experirnentdly measured failure 

load. The normal stiffness, k., if taken too soft, leads to rigid body rotation about the 

center of the assumed crack location and induces overstress of the gap elements in tension 

resulting in premature failure. The gap elements shear stiffnesses have no effect on the 

response. 
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Table 6.2 Gapfiction elementpmumeters for three-point beam test. 
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notch - açsurned crack locdion 

Fig. 6.6 ïhree-point b e m  test andfinite element mesh. 

In Fig. 6.7, the computed responses are shown. The arc length method (AL.)  

converges fiom above, while the indirect displacement rnethod of de Borst (dB) converges 

Corn below. A striking feature of the load - displacement response is the difference in the 

computed results between the two control rnethods. The arc length method converges 

towards the experimental value (7630 N for D= 1 x 104 and TL= 1 x 1 O-') while the deBorst 

method converges to 6550N. This is in agreement with the results obtained by Ghnb and 

Tinawi (1994) and Bhattacharjee (1993). Thus it appean that deBorst method, in this 

case underestimates the fdure load by 15%. 
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Fig. 6.7 Computed r e p n s e  of three-point bending tesi specimen 

The displacement control andysis on problems with sofiening of the response 

involves a numerical iterative procedure for computing the response but also iterations in 

the choice of the wntrol parameters that will lead the numerical iterative procedure to a 

solution. For instance, the displacement target increment D mobilizes an applied load that 

triggers load unbalance which has to be released to reach a new equilibrium point. The 

arnount of load unbalance d dictate the next equilibrium position. The tolerance TL is a 

measured of the load unbalance that will stay in the solution. In other words, the 

computed equilibrium position always involves some load unbalance in the gap elements, 

stringent conditions on the unbalance wiil always act towards a decrease of the cornputed 

appiied load. 

Hence the choice of the wntrol parameters depends on the material properties, and 

the nature fdure mechanism: ductile Le. with possibilities of load redistribution or rather 

very bnttle Le. with very little load redistribution. As a first step, one should perform a 

load control analysis to get a rough estimate of the fdure load and fdlure deformation. 

Then, displacement control analyses with a target displacement of about 1/1000~ of the 

faiure displacement rnay be undertaken. 



6.5.3 Shear beam 

A plain wncrete notched bearn tested by Arrea and h@ea (1 98 1) was chosen as 

validation problem (see Fig. 6.8(a)). The support and ioading condition lead to a curved 

crack profile typical of shear failures. The foilowing material properties were used in the 

analyses: ji=2. 8MPa, Ec=24800MPa, v=û. 18, and GJI 0 0 ~ l m .  The gap-fiction element 

parameters are given in Table 6.3. 

location 

Table 6.3 Gqjkiction element pmmnetersjor shear beam. 

Fig. 6.8 Single notched shew b e m  tested by Arrea and lngreea (1981). 
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The finite element mesh used for predicting the response of the beam is shown in 

Fig.6.8(b). At the approximate location of the observed curved experimental crack, an 

interface was introduced using gap-fiction elements. Even though the crack indicates a 

shear failure, mode I fidure dominates et the crack. The analysis reached a failure load of 

140 kN which is above the measured failure load of 120 kN. This over estimation is 

related first to the crack profile which is an approximation of the experimental one, and to 

the matenal parameters that have not been optimized to reach the measured load. 

Fig. 6.9 Defomed s@ of the notchedshear bemn af faiure. 

Figure 6.9 illustrates the deformed shaped at failure. It is clear on the picture that the 

behaviour is mainly mode 1 dong the crack. The distorsions at the supports and at the 

applied load location indicate how bnttle the failure may be since it involves very little 

displacements 

6.5.4 Bazant and Pfeiffer beam 

Doubly notched bearns were tested by Bazant and PfeifEer (1986) as iliustrated in 

Fig. 6.10(a). These beams Wed in shear with a straight crack running corn notch to 

notch. 

Table 6.4 Gap-fiction element parameters for cdouble notched shem beam. 
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nie matenai parameters muwred for these beams were as follows: f It=3MPa, 

Ec=29000MPa, v=0.2, and Gfl3.6Nfm. 

L L  " assumed crack k 

Fig. 6.10 Double notched shem bemn tested by Bazani and Pfe~jJet (1986). 

The finite element mesh is shown in Fig. 6.1 O@). Gapfiction elements were inserted 

dong the assurned crack location. The gap-fiction elements parameters are given in 

Table 6.4. The experimental fdure load for the beam with M.3048m and W.0381m 

was 44.5 kN. An elasto-brittle constitutive mode1 in shear never reaches the experimental 

failure load. There are high concentrations of shear stresses at the crack tips. Once the 

first elernent fails the stress concentration is transferred fiom element to element as each 

element f d s  in shear. As a resutt, the computed response is controkd by the crack 

initiation criterion on the crack tip element. 



This phenornenon motivated the development of the hcture energy dissipative 

models in mode II. Bazant and PfeifFer (1986) introduced the concept of mode II fiachire 

energy, G/q in order to capture the Wure load. They estimateci 60m numerical studies, 

the shear hcture energy to be about 25 times the mode 1 hcture energy. For the beam 

shown in Fig. 6.10, they suggested the GY hcture energy to be 1050 N/m. 

A mode II hcture energy model was Unplernented in the computer program 

INTRFACE in analogy with the mode I hcture energy model. Using a cohesion equal to 

6MPa and G/U =1050~/m, a failure load of 40.1 kN was attained. 

6.5.5 Coulomb friction for dynamic loading 

The Coulomb Wction validation problem 

is to test the implementation of the time 

: + f integration method, and it also provides a 

verfication of the energy consumption by 

fnction. The test, as illustrateci in Fig. 6.1 1, 

Fig. 6.1 1 Couiomb fiction problem. consists of a prism subjected to a vertical load, 

N, on the top surface. The prism is attacheci to a horizontal spring. A horizontal force,f, 

is applied to move the prism against the spring a certain distance. Then the force is 

released and the system is Iefi in fiee vibrations. A fnction force equal to the product of 

the vertical load, N, and h e d  coefficient of Wction, p, is developed. M e r  a few cycles 

the system wiU come to rest; the energy stored in the spring being dissipated in fiction. 

Inhere, the problem parameters are as follows: the normal load, N, is equal to 

6x 10%~ the mas,  m, is equal to 1 x lo6 kg, the spring stifltiiess, k, is equal to 1 x 1 O* N/m, 

the coefficient of friction, p, is set to 0.6, and uo is equal to 1.17426 m. The properties 

assigneci to the gap fiction element in the analysis are given in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5 Gapfnction element parneters for Carlombj?iction proMem. 
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There is a theoretical solution to descnie the fhe-vibration motion of the mass in the 

Coulomb Wction problem (Greenwood, 1988). It may be d e n  as follows for the n" 

half cycle: 

where u is the displacement, uo is the initial displacement, p is the d c i e n t  of fiidon, N is 

the applied n o d  Ioad, k is the spring constant, o. is the natural fiequenq of the spring mass 

systern, and z is the the. The oscillation amplitude decreases by 2% per haIf cycle. The 
k 

cornparison between the theoretid solution and the numerical prediction is given in Fig. 6.12. 

The nume!ricai pdction is in total agreement with the theoretical solution. 

-1.2 1 

time (s) 

Fig . 6.1 2 CwIom b fiction theoretical solu fion vs numerical prediction 

6.5.6 Coulomb friction on constitutive model 

The Coulomb fiction problem presented in Subsection 6.5.5 has been computed 

using the proposed slidig fnction constitutive model descnbed in Chapter 5. The four 



types of surfàce preparation tested in this proje* have been anaiysed. The sliding fiction 

constitutive parameters are given in Table 6.6. 

(a) Monolithic crack 

(c) Untreated mi 

Shaw dispi. (m) 
.-- 

Sherr dispi. (m) 

Fig. 6.13 Couiomb fiction problem ushg the proped  cornfitutive model. 

Figure 6.13 illustrates the computed shear stress versus shear displacement response 

of the joint intefices: monolithic cracked in Fig. 6.13(a), waterblasted in Fig. 6.13@), 

untreated in Fig. 6.13 (c), and the tlat independent surfaces in Fig. 6.13 (d). 



The Ioad-displacement responses shown in Fig. 6.13 are typicd of the joint behaviour 

considered in the analyses of concrete dams in Chapter 7. 

Table 6.6 Gap-fnction elernenl parameters for ~odombjriction on comtitutive mode[. 

6.6 Summary and conclusions 

This chapter presented the implementation of the nonlinear t hree-stat e interface 

constitutive model in the context of a gap-Wction fuiite element. The solution strategies 

for the static and dynamic equations of motions were described. Validation problems 

indicated that these methods enable the prediction of experimentally measured or 

theoretical responses. 

D m  
, 

0.02 
0.02 

Interestingly, on the three-point bending tests, it was observed that the arc length 

method converges fiom above, (Crisfield, 1981). whiie deBorst (1987) method converges 

fiom below. Furthemore the experimentally measured failure load was never attained 

using deBorst method. The single notched shear beam is similar to the three-point 

bendimg since the failure is mainly due to mode 1. That problem indicated that a curved 

layer ofgap elements may be used to predict cracking response. The double notched shear 

b a r n  indicated that a mode II hcture energy mode1 is required in problems where there is 

crack initiation and propagation in shear, to avoid the "peeling effect". 

Finally, the Coulomb friction test shows that the classical fiction energy dissipation 

mechanism due to force displacement is well captured by the constitutive model. 

Furthemore, it validates key computational aspects. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Seismic response of jointed concrete gravity dams 

7.1 Introduction 

The constitutive mode1 of Chapter 5 was formulated in the context of a noniinear gap- 

fKction joint element that was implemented into the finite element program INTRFACE as 

describeci in Chapter 6. A typical gravity dam section with Mt joints was then analysed. 

Parametric smeared crack transient seismic analyses on homogeneous concret e dams 

without lift joints have indicated that the failure mechanism is related to the emergence of 

two distinct cracks, one at the base of the dam and the other in the upper part of the dam 

(Léger and Leclerc, 1996). The dam was therefore subjected to seismic loads for two 

possible situations: Dam 1) a single contact joint at the foundation, and Dam 11) a 

foundation contact joint and a lift joint close to the crest. 

As a first step, the pseudo-static and pseudo-dynamic analyses were undertaken based 

on the parameters given h the CDSA guidelines (1995). Then, nodinear transient 

dynamic analyses were perfonned. Comparisons between the standard analyses and the 

noniinear finite element analyses (NLFEA) are given. To conclude the chapter, a typical 

90m dam profile with 8 Iift joints spaced along the height was anaiysed. 

The philosophy behind the CDSA guidelines under a maximum credible earthquake, 

MCE, is to accept lirnited damage to the dam as long as there is no loss of the reservoir. 

However, the slidiig safety factors are such that, indeed, no sliding damage is accepted. 

Hence, an effort is made to estabtish a rational cntenon for sliding that ailows some 

damage to ocair. 



7.2 System analysed 

7.2.1 Description 

The system andysed is the typical section of a concrete gravity dam, 90 m in height 

assuming a rigid foundation condition as show in Fig.7.l. The following wncrete 

properties are assumed in the slidiig response analyses: elastic modulus E=27690MPa, 

Poisson's ratio ~ 4 . 2 ,  rnass densit~d400 kg/m3, static tensile strength=2.0 MPa, and 

dynamic magnification factor tensile strength=l.2 resulting in a dynarnic tensile 

strength=2.4 MPa In addition to self-weight and hydrostatic pressure, Westergaard 

added masses are used to represent hydrodynamic interaction forces in seismic analyses. 

Pore pressures in the dam are assumed to be zero (ipenious concrete). Two uplifi 

water pressure conditions were considered for iift joint and dam-foundation interface. A 

series of analyses without any upiift, and a series of analyses with an initial triangular uplifi 

pressure distribution at the dam-foundation interface and at the Iift joint were performed. 

This initiai uplift pressure distribution is assurnecl to remain constant during the 

earthquake. 

The natural vibration penod, Tl, of the 90m dam model with the added mass of the 

reservoir is 0.27sec. Stifniess proportional viscous damping model, with a value of 5% in 

the findamental mode of the dam has been considered to define the damping properties. 

A tirne step of 0.00 1 sec and the modifieci Newton-Raphson method are used to integrate 

the equations of dynarnic equilibrium. 

The foundation contact joint and the Mt joint have been assigneci the same strength 

properties Le. no tensile strengtb, no cohesion and hysteretic model determineci f?om the 

constitutive model presented in Chapter 5.  Two joint surface conditions are assumed: i) 

water blasted joint surfaces and ü) untreated joint surfaces. 



- (omdaliun contact joint 

Fig. 7.1 h models: a) coniact joinî, b) contact mtd [@joint. 

The reservoir elevation is 86 m. The earthquake input motions were denved from the 

Saguenay 1988 event to obtain speztrum compatibility with a target design specha data 

derived fkom the Atkinson and Boore (1990) anenuation finctions for a Eastern North 

Amencan magnitude 7 earthquake at 20 km fiom the site. The peak ground acceleration is 

0.36g (see Fig. 7.2). 

time (s) 

Fig.7.2 Earihguake record used in the analyses. 



The Saguenay earthquake is quite long therefore to d u c e  the computing tirne, the 

record was hincated to 4 seconds of strong motion. However, this does not affect the 

conclusions of the study suice 90% of the total input energy occurred within these 4 

seconds, furthemore the frequency content is the same as the total record. The spectmm 

of the input aderogram dong with the target design spectrum are iilustrated in Fig.7.3. 

t Design spectnm 
7 

+ Modified Saguenay 
7 

Q) 
1 TI fint period of dam 
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Fig.7.3 Ecrrihqtmk pctrum and design Spectrum. 

7.2.2 Gap-friction element properües 

The gapfnction element response foliows the constitutive mode1 described in 

Chapter 5 .  Two joint preparation conditions were wnsidered: (a) waterblasted joint 

surface, and (b) untreated joint surface. The gap-fiction element properties are given in 

Table 7.1. No local darnping was considered. The solutions were numerically stable. 

Table 7.1 Gapfriction element panmeters for WUEA 
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7.3 Pseudoatatic and pseudodynamic seismic analyses 

CDSA (1995) suggests a nrst step to verify the seismic stability by using a pseudo- 

static approach. The design acceleration is selected fiom a maximum design earthquake. 

As a second step, according to the type of dam and site conditions, dynamic analyses 

should be undertaken. These are usuafly d e d  out for specialized dam: pseudo-dynamic 

analysis method (Chopra, 1988), or classical response spectra analyses. 

The pseudo-static method used seismic coefficients 

suggested by Dascal et al. (1 994). Assuming the dam is 
w \Q*, in zone II, the seisrnic coefficient is O. 1 The pseudo- 

static seisMc force is equal to the product of the seismic 

coeBCient by t h  dea. load md addeci masses of 

Weestergard. The seismic forces are unifody 

1 
B 1 distributecl on the upstream fàce. The pseudo-dynamic 

Fig. 7.4 D m  blockresultantcs. analysis was perfomied using only the first vibration 

mode of the dam yielding a spectral acceleration of 0.5g according to Fig. 7.3. Table 7.2 

gives a summary of the applied forces and the various safety factors obtained with the 

pseudo-static method and with the pseuddynamic method without uplift pressures. 

As illustrated in Fig. 7.4, e is the eccentricity of the applied loads resultant on the base 

or on the Lift joint, B is the base width or lift joint width, and SSF is the sliding safety 

factor. For these calculations, a 45" angle (p=l.O) without cohesion was used to 

determine the shear strength of the dam-foundation and lift joints. 

Under the applied seismic forces, the pseudo-static approach indicates sufficient 

capacity at the lift joint. The pseudo-dynamic analysis l a d s  to the opposite conclusion. 

The first mode of vibration, which activates only 47% of the total mass is enough to 

induce sliding at the joint. 



Table 7.2 Pseuh-static mdpseudtn&utmic amlyses withoui uplzjl pressures. 

This contradiction is mainly due to the seismic load distribution, as show in Fig.7.5. 

Forces based on the seismic coefficient follow the mass distribution, while forces based on 

a response spectrum correspond to the mode shapes. Since the maximum deflection 

occurs at the crest in the first mode, the seismic forces derived tiom the response spectra 

method are more important in that region. The spectrai acceleration required to trigger 

sliding at the joint is 0.33g instead of the applied value of 0.50g. The resultants al1 fa11 

within the middle third of the dam except for the lift joint in pseudo-dynamic analysis 

where the resultant is outside the dam cross-section. 

In Table 7.3, the results of the pseudo-static and pseudo-dynamic analyses are given 

for the case with upMt pressures in the joints. The sliding safety hctor (SSF) is above 1.0 

for the joint only for the pseudo-static analysis. Ali other sliding safety factors are below 

1 .O. The spectral acceleration required to trigger sliding at the joint is 0.19g instead of the 

applied value of 0.50g. For sliding at the foundation, the pseudo-spectral acceleration to 

apply is 0.39g. 



Table 7.3 Pseudostatic andpseudo+mmic analyses wirh uplzjl pressures. 

O SOOO 10000 15000 
applied force (Wm) 

Fig.7.5 Seismic forces distribution along dam heigh. 

The assumed strength at the foundation contact is not adequate for the intensity of 

applied seisrnic forces. Sliding d e t y  factors (SSF) are just below the CDSA criterion of 

1.0. The resultants do not f d  in the middle third of the base since some cracking is 

expected to occur at the heel. The dam-foundation contact would be able to resid an 



earthquake load equivalent to a seismic coefficient of 0.074 i.e. zone 1 or a spectral 

acceleration of 0.39g. 

7.4 Nonlinear finite element analyses NLFEA 

The dam models shown in Fig.7.l were analysed using the f i t e  element cornputer 

program INTRFACE. A series of nonlinear tirne history analyses were perfonned 

incrementing the imensity of the input accelerogram until dpamic instability was 

triggered. The earthquake record (Fig.7.2) was nomalized to a given peak ground 

acceleration intensiq (PGA) starting at O.OSg and ending at 1.0g with increments of 

0.05g. 

The computed residual joint sliding displacement is considerd as the average of the 

results of gap-fnction elements located at the upstream fice, at midspan, and at the 

downstrearn fàce. The opening is taken at the upstream face and at the downstream face. 

The computed accelerations are evaluated at the center of gravity (C.G.) of the dam as a 

whole, at the C.G. of the lower and upper blocks for the dam with a lifl joint, and finalIy at 

the crest. The lower block in Dam II is delimited by the base contact joint and the lift 

joint, while the upper block is delimited by the lift joint and the crest. 

Figure 7.6 shows the computed responses for Dam 1, with an untreated joint at the 

base and no upW pressure. Base slidig started at a PGA4.20g with 2.3 mm. The 

energy response ratios (Fig. 7.6(c)) indicate that fiction becomes the prirnary energy 

dissipative mechanism at 0.25g compareci to the other energies which are kinetic, elastic, 

and damping. The tensile capacity was reached in mass concrete elements for a PGA of 

OSSg at elevation 67x11. 

Figure 7.7 shows the computed responses for Dam I, with a waterblasted base joint, 

and no uplift pressure. Base sliding started at a PGA4.30g with 1.6 mm. Between 

PGA=û.OSg and PGA4.30g the upstream base opening is Iarger than base sliding 

because the dam is basically rotating about the toe. The energy response ratios 



(Fig. 7.7(c)) indicate that fiiction becornes the primary energy dissipative mechanism at 

0.70g. 

Figure 7.8 shows the computed responses for Dam I, with a waterblasted base joint, 

and triangular uplift pressures. Base slidig started at PGA=û. 1 Og with 1.8 m. The 

energy response ratios (Fig. 7.8(c)) indicate that friction is the prirnary energy dissipative 

mechanism regardless of the PGA. Tensile capacity was reached at 67m at PGA=0.55g. It 

should be noticed that when the base uplift pressures are considered, the dam is ve r -  close 

to instability. For untreated base joint with uplifi pressures, instability occurred under the 

applied static loads. Therefore that situation was not analysed. However, the uplift 

pressures diagram is very conservative since dams 90m high usudy have a drainage 

system to release the uplift pressures. 

The sliding displacements and base openings according to the joint surface 

preparation are compared in Fig.7.9. Uplift pressure has a signincant effect on the 

residual slidiig displacements. Waterblasting treatment shifts the behaviour at PGA below 

0.40g, fiom a dominating slidig mode to openhg mode . The downstream opening starts 

at 0.4Sg. Cornparhg the computed accelerations in Fig. 7.6(b), Fig. 7.7(b), and 

Fig. 7.8(b), between PGA4.45g and PGA=û.70g, crest accelerations are about the same 

for the various models. Then, interestingly, for the mode1 with a waterblasted base joint 

with uplift pressures, the crest accelerations flatten out for PGA greater than 0.70g 

(Fig. 7.8(c)). The joint under the applied normal load acts as a base isolator. 

The energy response ratios indicate energy dissipation in friction prior to global joint 

slidiig displacement. Even if the joint does not slide as a whole, there is local joint sliding 

dong the upstream portion of the joint which is sufficient to dissipate a noticeable arnount 

of energy. 
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Figure 7.10 shows the computed responses for Dam II, base and lift joints untreated 

without uplift pressure. Base sliding started at a PGAE0.25g with 1.4 mm, while upper 

joint siiding started at PGA=û. log. The energy response ratios (Fig. 7.10(c)) indicate that 

fnction becomes the p h a r y  energy dissipative mechanism at 0.25g when the base begins 

siiding. The tensile capacîty was reached for a PGA of 0.60g in the mass concrete 

elements in the vicinity of the lift joint. 

Figure 7.1 1 shows the computed responses for Dam II, with waterblasted base and lift 

joints without uplift pressure. Base sliding started at PGA=0.45g with 2.0 mm, while joint 

sliding ocairred at 0.15g with 2.6 mm. Between PGA=O.OSg and PGA=0.40g, upstream 

base opening is larger than base sliding because the dam is basically mtating about the 

toe. At PGA=û.40g, the openhg reached 1.2 mm. The energy response ratios (Q. 

7.1 l(c)) indicate that fiction becornes the primary energy dissipative mechMsm at 0.70g. 

The tensile capacity was reached for PGA4.40g in the vicinity of the lie jouit. 

Figure 7.12 shows the computed responses for Dam II, with waterblasted base and lift 

joints and with uplift pressures. Base siiding started at PGA*. ISg with 3.4 mm while lift 

joint siiding began at PGA=û.lOg with 1.Ornm. From PGA=û.60g, base and liil joints 

sliding are about the sarne. The energy response ratios (Fg.  7.12(c)) Uidicate that fnction 

is the prunaiy energy dissipative mechanism starting at PGA=O. log. The tensile capacity 

was reached for PGA=OASg in the vicinity of the lift joint. It should be noticed that under 

the appiied uplift pressure, the dam is very close to instability. Again, the untreated base 

joint with upüft pressures produced instability under the applied static loads. Therefore 

that situation was not analyseci. 

The computed siiding displacements and joint openings as a function of joint surface 

preparation are compareci in Fig .7.13. UpW pressure has a significant effect on the base 

sliding displacements but it does not affect the upper joint siiding displacement since upper 

block with waterblasted joint surfàces responded in a rocking mode. 
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The presence of a weak lift joint at the top @am 11) reduces the applied shear forces 

at the base since ail joint conditions models exhibitecl sliding displacements larger for 

Dam I than for Dam II. However, the opposite effkct ocairs at the crest where the 

computed acceleration increased with the introduction of the lift joint for the various joint 

surfaces conditions. 

The PGA required to reach the tensile strength in the concrete mass was given in the 

above for the various dam models and joint surface preparations. For the dam with a 

single joint at the base @am I), the tensile strength was reached at the elevation of the lift 

joint @am II). Thus a question &ses: would the crack be confined to the joint or would 

the crack rather dive in the concrete mass at some point? In the case of a very weak lif? 

joint, as modeiled inhere, with no tensile strength, lirnited secondary cracking would occur 

d e r  reachhg a certain level of acceleration. However, this cracking involves very few 

elements near the joint in the vicinity of the upstream and downstream faces. This type of 

cracking would pull out a smdl wedge of concrete at the end of the joint, thus it may be 

interpreted as additional damage in the surroundings of the joint; probably caused by 

impact as the joint open and close and not as generaiized stmctural cracking of the 

concrete mass. 

7.5 Cornparisons between pseudo-static, pseudo-dynamic and 

NLFE analyses 

The conclusions drawn from the pseudo-dynarnic approach or the NLFEA are similar. 

Sliding at the foundation contact joint would occur at a level of acceleration of O. log. 

However, the NLFEA gives an additional information which is the amount of residual 

sliding displacements. At a PGA of 0. log, the residual siidmg dispiacement is negiigible. 

Thus, based on this knowledge, the maximum level of acceleration wuld be mised 

depending on the aliowable residual sliding displacement. For example, if 5 cm is 

considered as an acceptable maximum displacement, Dam 1 would be considered to be 

able to sustain 0.60g for untreated base joint witb no uplift, 0.80g for waterblasted joint 



with no up@ 0.35g for waterblasted joint with uplift, while Dam II would resist 0.25g for 

untreated joint with no uplift, 0.30g for waterblasted no uplift, 0.20g for waterblasted with 

uplüt. The key results of the various analyses are summarized in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 Summary 

7.6 Analysis of a dam with several joints 

A series of analyses, using the same input data that was used in Section 7.4, has been 

undertaken on a 90m dam with 8 joints evenly distributed dong the height. The objective 

here was twofold: fist to evaiuate the capabilities of the wmputer program INTRFACE 

to ded with multiple joints, and secondly to determine if the response of a dam with 

several joints is whether controiied by a few joints, or rather by ali joints. 

Fig. 7.14 Jointed dmn finie ele- macle. 

The finite element mode1 of 

the dam is shown in Fig. 7.14. 

The joints were dl  considered to 

be waterblasted, with no tende 

strength, and no whesion. The 

reservoir level is set at 86m, no 

upW pressures were considered. 

The input ground acceleration 

record is the modied Saguenay 

earthquake scaled at incremental 

levels of peak ground 

acceleration. Viscous damping at 5% cntical, on the stifhess only was applied. The gap- 

fiction elements properties corresponding to waterblasted joints are given in Table 7.5. 



The folowing figures describe the characteristic results of the analyses. Figure 7.15 

shows the maximum average sliding displacement per joint at every level of peak ground 

acceleration. The wmplete set of results is given in Fig. 7.1 5(a) and a zoom of the same 

r d t s  between 0.000m and 0.020m slidiig displacements are given in Fig. 7.15(b). There 

are really two joints that dominate the sliding response: the joint at 67.8m (joint modelled 

in Dam Il) and the joint at 78.81~1. The peak ground accelerations to initiate sliding per 

joint are as follows: PGA=û.SSg for base joint, PGA=û.SOg for joint 11.0m, PGA4.45g 

for joint 21.3m, PGA=û.40g for joint 3 3 . 7 ~  PGA4.35g for joint 44.8111, PGA4.3Sg for 

joint 56.5m, PGA4.2Og for joint 67 .81~  and PGA=û.lSg for joint 78.81~1. 

Table 7.5 Gapfi7'ction elemeni parameters for multi~ozntF ana&ses. 

Base joint average sliding dominates the response of the lower joints (up to 448m in 

height over the dam) up to PGA=0.45g. The hydrostatic tmst induces signincant shear 

displacement dong the upstrearn half of the base joint. 

Figure 7.11(a) shows the siiding displacements of the joint 67.8rn in Dam II. 

Cornparhg Fig. 7.1 1 (a) with Fig. 7.1 5(a) shows that the introduction of several lift joints 

reduced, by a factor of 2, the computed maximum sliding displacement at joint 67.8m. 

The base joint maximum siiding displacement also decreased significantly, fiom 0.0187m 

in Dam II, it dropped to 0.0048m for the dam with several lift joints thus showhg a 

reduction of 75% , 
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Fig. 7.16 Upstream rmd dmmtream maximum joint opening. 

The maximum upstream and downstream joint openings are presented in Fig. 7.16. 

The upstream joint opening dominates the response of the base joints, for a1 the other 

joints, the maximum downstream opening is greater than maximum upstream joint 
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opening. A cornparison between the results of Dam II given in Fig. 7.1 1 @) and the results 

in Fig. 7.16 for the dam with several joints shows that the openhg was reduced by the 

introduction of severd Lift joints. The upstream maximum opening at the base joint was 

reduced from 4.78rnm to 0.82mm, while the downstrearn maximum opening was reduced 

h m  1.06mm to 0.07mrn. The upstrearn maximum opening at the joint 67.8m was 

reduced fiom l8.16mm to 3.98mm, while the downstream maximum opening was reduced 

+ % ratio damping to total energy 

Peak gmund acceleration (g) 

Fig . 7.1 7 Friction energy ami dmping energy to total energy ratios. 

Figure 7.17 shows the diagram of the fiiction and damping energy to total energy 

ratios as a function of the peak ground acceleration. Even though there are numerous 

joints in the dam, viscous damping is the primary energy dissipation mechanism. Figure 

7.17 rnay be compared to Fig. 7.1 1(c). The curves are very similar. Comparing the 

absolute values of the energies at 0.75g. Dam II computed fnctional dissipated energy was 

1.52xl0"N-m, whiie the mdti-jointed dam computed niaional dissipated energy was 

1.60~10~ N-m. These vaiues show that increasing the number of joints did not increase 



the total amount of energy dissipated by fiction. Furthemore, the reduction of the sliding 

displacements and the constant value of the absolute value of the Wction energy dissipated 

indicates that introduction of additional joints just redistributes along the height the energy 

to be dissipated by fiction. 

Figures 7.18 and 7.19 illustrate the type of information that may be obtained from 

NLFEA on jointed dams. The defonned shape of the dam is a visuai indicator of the 

relative sliding and opening between the joints. Figure 7.18(a) iflustrates the deformed 

shape of the mdti-jointed dam at a peak ground acceleration of 0.30g at tirne 3sec. The 

relative displacernent vaiues dong the joint length, opening and sliding displacement are 

show in Fig. 7.18@) and (d). The stress distributions along the Iüt joint are given in 

Fig. 7.18(c) and (e). These figures indicate the dominant response mechanisms. 

Figure 7.19 presents the state of the gap-eiements per joint layer for the complete 

tirne history. From that figure, an evduation of the extent of joint opening dong the dam 

section and t h e  is obtained. Joints may be compareci one to another. For instance, in this 

particular case, it is obvious that di the nonlinearities occur in the four upper joints (joint 

44.8111, joint 56.51~ joint 6 7 . 8 ~  and joint 78 .h ) .  
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7.7 Summary and conclusions 

The significance of lifi joints on seismic dam d e t y  was assessed by investigating the 

critical peak ground acceleration to induce significant residual displacements. A 

cornparison between pseudo-static* pseudo-dynamic, and the nonlinear transient dynamic 

analyses (NLFEA) results in about the same intensity of applied ground acceleration for 

slidimg to be initiated. 

Analyses with a simple joint at the base indicated important residual sliding. They 

also indicated that secondary cracking would occur close to the crest. The introduction of 

a lift joint close to the crest reduces the displacements at the base. The total input seismic 

energy is smaller at low intensity earthquakes for a dam with the introduction of a lifl 

joint. The overd effect of surface preparation, waterblasted surface as compared to a 

untreated sur£àce* is to decrease the sliding displacement. However, joint opening is 

greater for waterblasted joints. Thus surface preparation imposes a graduai shift in the 

behaviour fiom pure siiding to combined sliding and rocking. 

Finally, the introduction of several joints dong the dam height indicated that only the 

two upper joints dominate the response. The energy dissipation mechanism and 

distribution of energy between fiction and viscous damping has not been afkcted by the 

introduction of several joints. The residual displacements decreased when several lift 

joints were considered in the finite element mode1 as compared to the dam with a joint at 

the base and a lifk joint close to the crest. 

However, NLFEA at larger intensity of peak ground acceleration indicates the 

maximum residual sliding displacements that could be adopted as a basis for assessing the 

potential darnage and acceptability of a very severe earthquake. 



CHAPTER 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Summary of the thesis 

Lift joints in dams are planes of weakness in an otherwise monolithic structure. 

Cracking and fdure dong a lift joint involve frictional strength characteristics which, 

under transient cyclic loadings such as earthquakes, may lead to energy dissipation by 

fiction sliding Seismic dam stabiiity assessment requires to develop stnictural analysis 

tools that enable a rational modelling of potentid fdure rnechanisms dong joints 

recognizing cyciic load-displacement responses. In addition, the cyclic load-displacement 

behaviour of lift joints ought to be characterized experimentally since little may be found 

in the literature. 

The thesis presented a cornprehensive review of the available literahire on  concrete 

Lift joints covering the experimental joints material data together with the values suggested 

in dam safety guidelines. Various constitutive models applicable to joints were presented. 

The irnplementation of joint rnodels into a h i t e  element analysis was discussed. Past 

investigations and case studies of static and seismic dety assessment of "jointed" gravity 

dams were reviewed. 

An experimental programme on concrete lift joints has been devised in this project. 

The fbst objective was to provide experimental results to validate the numencal modelling 

of concrete-concrete lift joints dynamic sliding. The second objective was to establish a 

relationship between dynamic shear strength response and static shear strength tests. The 

third objective was to study the effect of the frequency content on the dynamic sliding 

properties. 

Eighteen specimens with an interface area of 500mmx250rnm were subjected to 

friction tests. Static shear strength results, and bending test results that served to generate 

crack profles for the siidiig fiction tests were presented. In the buik of this experimental 



programme, Le. the sliding fnction tests, the effect of surface preparation on joint 

response, and the detenninant effect of the surface roughness on the load-displacement 

response, could be observeci. The accumulated effect of cycles of displacement on the 

fiictional response was inquired. 

Basad on the experimental results, a hysteretic wncrete-ancrete Si joint intedace 

constitutive model was developed. Crack initiation and propagation at the interface was 

reproduced using a hcture energy based model. The initial linear elastic response of the 

interfàce, the crack initiation and propagation, and the fiilly cracked sliding friction 

response, were wmbined in a constitutive model d e d  the three-state lift joint 

constitutive model. Water pressure inside the joints was also simulated. It was treated as 

an extemal load that varies accordhg to damage state of the joint. 

The three-state constitutive model was implemented into the newly developed finite 

element pro- INTRFACE. The nonlinear gap-friction interface element was selected 

as the numericd support to the three-state constitutive model. Indirect displacement 

control solution strategies were adopted for the static quilibriurn equations. The a 

solution method of dynamic equations of motions was selected for the transient tirne 

history analysis of jointed dams. Validation problems indicated the limitations of the 

various solution strategies. 

A typical 90 m conaete gravity dam section with lift joints was analyseci. The dam 

was subjected to seismic loads for three possible situations: (i) a single contact joint at the 

foundation, (ii) a foundation contact joint and a lift joint close to the crest, and (üi) eight 

Iüt joints evenly disûibuted dong the dam height. As a fïrst step, pseudo-static and 

pseudo-dynamic analyses were undertaken based on joint material parameters given in the 

CDSA guidelines (1995). Then, nonlinear transient dynamic analyses were performed 

with incremental levels of peak ground acceleration. Maximum displacements, residual 

joint slidig displacements, maximum accelerations, energy dissipation by Wdion and 

viscous damping were computed. The standard analyses and the nonlinear fùiite element 



analysis, NLFE4 were comparecl. Residual stiding displacement was used as safkty 

index. 

8.2 Conclusions 

8.2.1 Review of literature 

The review of the available iiterature on lift joints revealed that the Mohr-Coulomb 

Mure criterion is generally adopted for representing joint behaviour. Furthemore, 

Coulomb fiidonai parameters (r, O) measured for existing dams have been widely 

reporteci in the literature. However, dam d e t y  factors based on aiiowable stresses with 

Mohr-Coulomb failure aitenon are not really adapted to the oscillatory sliding problem in 

earthquakes. 

The use of simple static shear test results in dynamic studies is debatable. Intuitively, 

fiction properties could be thought of being affected by the fiequency content, the 

acceleration, the velocity, or any joint degradation due to loading cycles. The 

experimental programme perfomed in this project helped to answer some of these 

questions 

8.2.2 Experimental programme 

The coefficient of fiction is found to decrease with increasing applied normal stress. 

The specimen behaviour in siiding Wction depends on joint sufice preparation. Cracks 

induced along waterblasted joint surfaces are rough, while cracks induced along 

unprepared joint sufices are flat. As a result, waterblasted joints behave iike cracked 

monolithic concrete. Unprepared joint surfaces behave like flat independent concrete 

surfaces. 

Hysteresis loops are very stable; there is no signifiant degradation in response. The 

fhquency content of the imposed sliding displacements has no effêct on the measured 



response. The coefficient of m i o n  is somehow dependent on sliding velocity. There is 

no relation betweeri the coefficient of fiiction and the acceleration. 

An onguial empiricd concrete-concrete joint sliding Waion constitutive model was 

proposed. The Wction angle characterizing the shear strength may be calculateci as the 

surn of a basic angle and a roughness angle. The concept of peak and residual fiction 

coefficients are adequate to describe the joint Wctional behaviour. The roughness of 

waterblasted joints is qua1 to 8(r/o of the roughness of monolithic cracked specimens, 

while the roughness of untreated joints is quai  to 15% of the roughness of monolithic 

cracked concrete. The dynamic sliding hysteresis loops are enhanceci by reducing the 

basic fiiction coefficient to 85% of the static value. 

8.2.3 Implementaüon and validation of lift joint constitutive modei 

A three-state constitutive model using the gap-friction element as  the numencal 

support, was found to be adequate for the simulation of wncrete-concrete lift joints 

behaviour. Solution stnitegies for the static equiiibrium equations indicated an important 

dependency on the control parameters i.e. initiai displacement step and tolerance on the 

unbalanceci load. The solution of the dynamic equations of motions showed no particular 

problem except in situations that involve extensive opening and closing of the interface or 

impact at the internice. Impact waves tend to produce numencal shocks in the mass 

stmcture thus .=me viscous darnping is required to attenuate this secondary effect that 

may ample and lead to numencal instability. Validation problems indicated that the 

developed static and dynamic algorithm enable the prediction of experimentally 

measured or theoretical responses. 

Interestingiy, on the three point bendiig tests, it was proven that the arc length 

method converges from the top while deBorst (1987) method converges 60m below. 

Furthermore the experimentally measured fdure load was never attained using deBorst 

method. The single notched shear bearn is similar to the three point benâiig since the 

failure is mainly due to tende mode 1 response. This problem indicated that a curved 



layer of gap elements rnay be used to predict the cracking response. The double notched 

shear bearn indicated that a mode II fhcture energy model is required to avoid the 

"peeling efféct". Finally, the Coulomb fiction test showed that the fiction energy 

dissipation mechanism is well capturecl by the constitutive model. Even more, it validates 

the hplementation of the dynarnic response numerical algorithm. 

8.2.4 Seismic safety evaluation of gravity dams considering Iiff joints 

The significance of lift joints on seismic dam safety was assesseci by investigating the 

critical peak ground acceleration for dynamic instability. A cornparison between pseudo- 

static, pseudo-dynamic, and nonünear transient dynamic analyses (NLFEA) resuits in 

about the same intensity of applied ground acceleration for sliding to be initiated. 

However, NLFEA at larger Uitensity of peak ground acceleration indicates the arnount of 

energy dissipated by fiction, and the maximum residual slidiig displacements that could 

be adopted as a basis for assessing the potentiai damage and acceptability of a very severe 

earthquake. Analyses with a simple joint at the base indicated important residual slidmg. 

They also hdicated that secondary cracking would occur close to the crest. The 

introduction of a S i  joint close to the crest reduces the displacements at the base. The 

total input seismic energy is smaller at low intensity earthquakes for a dam with the 

introduction of a lifl joint. The overall effect of surface preparation, waterblasted surface 

as compared to a untreated surface, is to decrease the slidmg displacement. However, 

joint opening is greater for waterblasted joints. Thus surface preparation imposes a 

gradua1 shift in the behaviour from pure slidmg to combined sliding and rocking. 

FinalIy, the introduction of several joints dong the dam height indicated that only the 

two upper joints dominate the response. The energy dissipation mechanism and 

distribution of energy between fiction and viscous damping has not been affécted by the 

introduction of several joints. The residual displacements daeased when several Lat 

joints were wnsidered in the finite element model as compared to the dam with a joint at 

the base and a lift joint close to the crest. 



The joint constitutive model modifieci the response as compared to a simple fixed 

co&cient of fiction Mohr-Coulomb model. First, the introduction of a peak m i o n  

coefficient delays and reduces the amount of siiding displacement. The decrease of the 

coefficient of fiction with uicreasîng normai stress level brought the untreated joint model 

into instability under the static loads. In the multijointed dam, this decrease of the 

coefficient of fiction will result in a redistribution of the siiding displacements from the 

crest joints to the base joint. 

For fuly cracked joints, it is found that secondary cracking would be Likely to occur 

in the vicinity of the joint. However, this secondary cracking would lead to a wedge crack 

at the joint ends; not to a major crack running fhm joint to joint in the wncrete mas.  For 

M y  cracked joints, the effect of uplift pressure is determinant. For untreated joints, upiift 

pressure triggered global instability under static loads. For waterblasteù joints it increased 

the residual sliding but decreased the crack opening thus inducing a shift fiom combineci 

rochg and sliding to rather dominant siiding response. 

The finite element method is based on small displacements theory. Siiding 

displacements result in a change of geometry of the structure similar to the P-A effect. At 

some point the assumption of small displacements does not hold true anymore and global 

numencal instability occus. hhere, the analyses stayed below that instability point since 

the sliding displacement and openings were relatively small cornpared to the size of the 

structure. However, a numencal instability criterion has to be determined for accepting 

the numerical results. The change in slope of the residual slidiig as a function of the peak 

ground acceleration is a good indicator. The first change in dope indicated the 

mobilization of the sliding fiiction mechanism then an exponential increase followed by 

erratic inaease indicates numerical instability. 

8.3 Recommendations 

The engineer who is d e d  on the seismic safety assessrnent of an existing dam should 

in the first place, gather di the existing measurernents made at the site. A thorougb site 



inspection of the dam should be undertaken. Concrete sarnples and joint sarnples should 

taken fiom the dam and fictional tests perfomed using the Lo et al. (1991) method where 

the diilatancy or joint opening during the direct shear tests is recorded. The engineer 

should also study the available idormation gathered at the tirne of cunstniction: the 

instructions given to the contractors, the notes fiom the site engineer, the drawings, the 

photographs, etc. At this point, the joints of the dam should be characterized as a whole 

e.g. are the joints very good, good, bad, or very bad. 

Then a progressive anaiysis methodology should be undertaken as proposed by Ghnb 

et al. (1997). First the simple rigid bloc stability analysis is performed. Then pseudo- 

dynamic analyses and linear nnite element analyses are advisable. Cracking analysis and 

sliding fdure analysis may foliow. This type of analysis should explicitly recognize the 

presence of weak Ut joints as presented in thesis. 

8.4 Future research and developments 

8.4.1 Experimental research on joints 

It is suggested to increase the number of variables in the testing programme. The 

aggregate sue should be varied in order to assess its effkct on roughness. The concrete 

strength should also be varied in order to study its effect on the response. Wet joints 

should be tested. Although the effect of water pressure is very well known and is 

captured using the effective stress concept. However the effect of water on the fnctional 

properties i.e. basic friction coefficient is not known. The effe* of velocity could be 

inquired by varying the irnposed displacement fiequencies. The testing sequence could 

also be varie& (i)) by doing complete displacement cycles in both directions, (ü) by 

subjecting the specimens to dynarnic displacement cycles after static tests for a given 

normal stress level before having increased the normal stress level. 

The specimen size is also a variable that should be varied to assess the significance of 

roughness on joint behaviour when it cornes to extrapolate the results obtained fiom joint 



samples to the actual structure. Some experimental work ought to be perfonned on the 

rehabilitation techniques of bad lift joints for irnproving the seisrnic resistance of dams. 

The fiictiond rwponse of grouting materials, the efficiency of post-tensioning could be 

investigat ed . 

8.4.2 Numerical analysis of jointed dams 

The numerical aspects of the analysis of jointed dams may be enhanced in many ways. 

in the constitutive model, the slidig displacement is considerd without any dilatation. 

Diiatation does ocair and its effects on crack propagation are to be determined. The finite 

elernent itseif may be modiied since inhere ody fictional gapelements have been 

adopted. The zero thickness element could also be used. The state determination could 

be rehed by adopting a layer by layer update approach. 

The upüft pressures have a determinant effect on the response of jointed dams. 

Attention could be devoted to the modelling of the uplift pressure diagram. In addition, 

the evolution of the uplifî pressure during the earthquake, dynarnic eEects due to opening 

and closing of the crack could be taken in consideration. 

The question of the mck trajectory in the case of bonded lift joints, whether the 

crack will be wnfined or not wniïned to the lia joint, requires special tracking of the 

stress state in the conaete mass. The smeared crack approach, proved to be effective in 

the context of earthquake analysis of gravity dams, could be coupled to interface joint 

elements for a thorough analysis of crack propagation in jointed gravity dams. 

8.4.3 Seismic safety analysis of jointed dams 

Three dirnensional e f f ' s  play an important role in the seismic resistance of a massive 

structure such as a dam. Beneficial effects such as fnction dong contraction joints or 

detrimental effects such as geometrid irregularities, important stifhess changes (e.g. 

from concrete gravity dam to the penstock or the powerhouse) or weak abutments require 

three dirnensional modehg for a thorough assessrnent of stabiiity 



The dennition of a stiding displacement safety index, thus the determination of actual 

allowable siiding displacement values for existing dams, would involve serious dialog with 

dam owners. At first, a survey of the various elements in a dam behg affeaed by global 

sliding is mandatory i.e. drainage systems, important equipment, foundations, 

environmental issues. Indices could be detedned fiom a classification system based on 

the location, the size, and the importance of the dam, cuupled with the position dong the 

dam profiie where stiding would be considered. As this is currently the practice in the 

nuclear industry in the context of earthquake analysis, numerical tools (e-g. sorne 

commercial or in house wmputer programs) should be identified by dam d e t y  authorities 

as the official cornputer programs for performing seismic siiding safety analyses of 

concrete dams, after a thorough validation process done by a group of dam safety experts. 
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